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JURISDICTION
This appeal is taken pursuant to Article VIII, Section
5, of the Constitution of the State of Utah, Utah Code §§
78-2-2(3)(j) and 78-2-2(4), Rules 3A and 4A of the Utah Supreme
Court, and Rule 4A of the Utah Court of Appeals.
ISSUES PRESENTED
The issues presented by this appeal are:
1.

Whether the trial court improperly took from the

jury the properly-pled and tried counterclaims for construction
delay and breach of contractual obligations by refusing to
instruct the jury on the High School's theories on the
counterclaims.
2.

Whether the trial court erred by instructing the

jury that the architect was the agent of the owner for all
purposes, where the contracts between the parties establish a
three-way contractual relationship between the owner,
contractor, and architect.
3.

Whether the trial court erred by instructing the

jury that the High School had the burden of proof on the issue
of the Construction Company's excuses for not completing the
job within the time specified in the construction contract.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The plaintiff-respondent Jacobsen, Morrin & Robbins
Construction Company (hereinafter "Construction Company") sued
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the defendant-appellant St. Joseph High School Board of
Financial Trustees (hereinafter "High School") for amounts
claimed due on a construction contract for the remodeling of
St. Joseph High School in Ogden, Utah.

The High School filed a

counterclaim containing two elements:
1.

A claim for damages for a cost overrun on one

portion of the remodeling project which the High School claimed
was caused by the failure of the Construction Company to
provide accounting information as required by the construction
contracts and documents; and
2.

For damages for delay in the construction beyond

the contractually specified completion date.

(Counterclaim,

Record pp. 29-38.)
The case was tried to a jury and both sides proposed
jury instructions to the Court.

(Record, pp. 541-621.)

After the Court had provided to counsel for the
parties copies of the instructions which the Court proposed to
give to the jury, counsel for the High School excepted to the
Court's not giving defendant's requested jury instructions on
the High School's counterclaim with regard to delay and with
regard to the failure of the plaintiff Construction Company to
provide adequate financial information to the High School.
Counsel for the High School excepted to Jury Interrogatories
4A, 4B, 5A and 5B, and their accompanying explanations and
instructions.

(Transcript, pp. 602-609.)

The case was presented to the jury on special
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interrogatories, and after the jury verdict, the Court entered
a money judgment in favor of the plaintiff.

(Record pp.

826, 827.)
There were several post-judgment motions on objections
to the form of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
prepared by counsel for the Construction Company.

Eventually,

the High School paid the amount of the judgment to the
Construction Company and a Satisfaction of Judgment, which had
general release language stricken out, was entered.

(Record

p. 910.)
On April 1, 1988, the High School moved the Court for
a new trial on the High School's Counterclaim on the grounds
that error of law was made by the Court in not giving the High
School's requested jury instructions with regard to the
Counterclaim, which jury instruction omission was excepted to
by the High School, and in giving the jury instructions and
verdict forms which characterized the architect as the agent of
the owner for all purposes, which instructions and verdict
forms were excepted to by the High School.

(Record

pp. 897-909; 921-941.)
The trial judge, Hon. John F. Wahlquist, denied the
motion for a new trial on April 25, 1989.
942-946.)

(Record, pp.

On May 2, 1989, the High School appealed the

Judgment to the Utah Supreme Court.

(Record, p. 949.)

On June 26, 1989, Construction Company moved the
Supreme Court for summary disposition of the appeal.

The

motion for summary disposition was denied on July 12, 1989. On
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July 27, 1989, the Utah Supreme Court transferred the case to
the Utah Court of Appeals.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
The plaintiff-respondent Jacobsen, Morrin & Robbins
Construction Company of Ogden, Utah is an inactive and
dissolved Utah corporation, formerly engaged in general
construction contracting.

The successor of Jacobsen, Morrin &

Robbins Construction Company is Jacobson-Robbins Construction
Company of Salt Lake City, a Utah corporation.

Jacobsen,

Morrin & Robbins is now a dba of Jacobson-Robbins Construction
Company, who is the real party in interest and the party who
actually received payment of the judgment from the High School.
The defendant-appellant is St. Joseph High School
Board of Financial Trustees, is a Utah non-profit corporation,
which had contracted with Jacobsen, Morrin & Robbins
Construction Company for the remodeling of the St. Joseph High
School in Ogden, Utah.

The job included a classroom and

library addition to the building, and a remodeling of the
existing gymnasium.

The High School and the Construction

Company entered into a written contract using a form published
by the American Institute of Architects, AIA Document Alll,
entitled "Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and
Contractor", Appendix C, which incorporated "General
Conditions", Appendix D, (hereinafter "the Contract").

The

Contract provided in Article 4, "Time of Commencement and
Substantial Completion" that:
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4.1. The work to be performed under this
contract shall be commenced July 16, 1984 and,
subject to authorized adjustments, substantial
completion shall be achieved no later than gym-A
September 21, 1984; classroom-November 30, 1984.
Paragraph 8.3 of the General Conditions provides that
any claim by the Contractor that he was delayed by actions of
the Owner or Architect must be made the subject of a change
order which extends the completion date, or it is waived.

No

such claim was made by the Construction Company during the
course of the construction project and no such change order
requesting a time extension was requested by the Construction
Company.

(Appendix D, 1[ 8.3, p. 13; Transcript, pp 362-364.)
Article 5 of the Contract, "Cost of the Work and

Guaranteed Maximum Cost" did not have any figure written in the
space on the form as printed, but had typed below the printed
language the following:

"Gym addition/remodel (a) Locker

rm(s) - $48,239.00; Classroom/Library addition - $299,953.00.
These costs are budgetary target prices."

In addition to the

"Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor," the
High School entered into a contract with Mathewson & Sanders,
Architects.

(Transcript, pp. 5-6; 88, 298, 300.)

Construction started in July of 1984.

(Transcript, p.

44; Exhibit 61D.) After making weekly requests for cost
information for a period of six weeks, the architect, Mike
Sanders, met with Ted Whitmire on October 1 to review
construction costs.

(Exhibit 61D.)
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The costs were excessively

over the budget and Mr. Whitmire was asked to check with
sub-contractors for alternative cost-saving solutions.
(Exhibit 61D.)

A second meeting was held the following day.

(Transcript, p. 417, Exhibit 61D.)

At that meeting, the High

School was informed that the original estimate for the
gymnasium of $48,198.70 was overrun by $83,970.30, resulting in
a total cost for the gymnasium phase only of $132,169.00.
(Transcript, p. 455, Exhibit 61D.)
There was considerable delay by the Construction
Company in completing the project, which delay extended far
beyond the specified dates in Article IV of the Contract of
September 21, 1984 for the gymnasium and November 30, 1984 for
the classroom addition.

(Transcript, p. 541.)

These delays

caused financial loss to the School, including additional
heating costs during the winter months and the curtailment of
planned enrollment increase and a curtailment of activities.
(Transcript, pp. 443-450, Exhibit 23D.)
The contract provided, in Article XII, that the
Contractor keep full and detailed accounts according to a
system satisfactory to the owner, and that the owner be
afforded access to all of the records and books of the
contractor.

(Appendix C, p. 6, 1f 12.1.)

Although the High

School made repeated requests for financial information, no
such information was forthcoming until after the cost overrun
on the gymnasium portion of the project had exceeded 150% of
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the targeted budgeted amount.

(Exhibit 61D, Transcript, p.

455.)
At the trial, the High School requested, among others,
the following jury instructions:
Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions No. 1 and 2,
which described the High School's theory of its counterclaim
for the failure of the Construction Company to provide
sufficient accounting information as required by the contract,
which failure the High School alleged prevented it from
stopping the cost overrun; and Requested Instructions 3 and 4,
which described the High School's claims for damages due to the
failure of the Construction Company to complete the job on
time.

(Appendix A.)
These requested jury instructions set forth the

defendant's theory with regard to the two separate elements of
the defendant's counterclaim, as set forth in the pleadings.

3.
The contract provided for completion
dates of September 21, 1984, for the
gymnasium work and November 30, 1984 for the
classroom work. These deadlines were not
met, causing damages to the defendant
including, but not limited to, loss the use
of the improvements for most of a school
year, in an amount estimated to be $50,000.

5.
The plaintiff in failure of its
obligations under paragraph 12 of the
contract and in breach thereof failed to
provide timely and sufficient accounting
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data to enable the defendant to monitor the
financial management of the contract. As a
direct result of the plaintiff's breach of
paragraph 12 of the contract, the defendant
was prevented from taking steps to
ameliorate the plaintiff's cost overruns in
the project, to the defendant's direct
damage in the sum of approximately $85,000
for cost overruns that would otherwise have
been avoidable and approximately $3,000 for
additional accounting services required by
the defendant.
(Counterclaim, Appendix E.)
Judge Wahlquist, when ruling on the defendant's
requested jury instructions in chambers, specifically and
consciously excluded the main elements of the school's
Counterclaim.
Mr. McDonough:

First of all, your honor, I think
we need an instruction on the
defendant's second Counterclaim
which is . . . for the failure of
the plaintiff to provide
sufficient accounting data early
enough to prevent the cost overrun
on the gymnasium which deprived
. . the defendant of the
opportunity to spend its money as
it chose. There are two elements
to the defendant's Counterclaim.
One was for delay and one was for
the failure to provide the
accounting data causing the cost
overrun.

The Court:

The reason it's left out is, is I
think I would — I'd have to
offset it with quantum. Everybody
says you got your money's worth.
So that's the reason I've not done
it. But I acknowledge your
exception.

(Transcript, p. 606.)
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In court-prepared Instruction No, 3, the Court, over
the objection of the High School, instructed the jury that the
architect was a general agent of the "owner" High School for
all purposes and that, therefore, actions of the architect
could be attributed to the High School.

(Appendix B.)

The Court gave, over the objections of the High School
and the exception on the record made by the attorney for the
defendant High School, special jury interrogatories numbers 5-A
and 5-B, which, with the explanations included with those
interrogatories, stated that the architect was an agent of the
defendant and did not explain the three-way contractual
relationship of the parties and which instructed the jury that
the High School had the burden of proof on the issue of the
Construction Company's excuses for failure to finish the job on
time.

(Appendix B.)
SUMMARY OF JUDGMENT
The trial court improperly took from the jury the

property pled and tried counterclaims of the High School, by
refusing to instruct the jury on the defendant's theories on
the counterclaims, by instructing the jury that the architect
was the general agent of the owner, and by instructing the jury
that the High School had the burden of proof on the
Construction Company's affirmative defenses to the counterclaim.
The High School is entitled to a new trial on its
counterclaims with a properly instructed jury.
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ARGUMENT
I.

THE TRIAL COURT IMPROPERLY TOOK FROM THE JURY THE
PROPERLY-PLED AND TRIED COUNTERCLAIMS FOR
CONSTRUCTION DELAY AND BREACH OF CONTRACTUAL
OBLIGATIONS BY REFUSING TO INSTRUCT THE JURY ON
THE DEFENDANT'S THEORIES ON THE COUNTERCLAIMS.
It is the law in the state of Utah, as enunciated by

this Court in the case of Mikkelsen v. Haslam, 764 P.2d 1384
(Utah App. 1988), that a party is entitled to have his theories
of the case submitted to the jury provided there is competent
evidence to support them, and that the failure to give
requested instructions is reversible error if it tends to
mislead the jury to the prejudice of the complaining party, or
erroneously advises on the law.
Mikkelsen v. Haslam was a medical malpractice case
involving claim by a patient who sought to recover against a
physician for injuries sustained in a skiing accident after she
had had a hip replacement.

The patient claimed that the

physician had advised her that she could ski following the hip
replacement surgery.

The Court held that the patient was not

negligent if she followed the advice of the physician, and the
patient was entitled to an instruction that if the jury found
that a physician had advised her that she could ski following
the hip replacement surgery, and found that her manner of
skiing was not negligent, then the defense of contributory
negligence and assumption of risk were not available.

The

trial court in Mikkelsen rejected the plaintiff's requested
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jury instructions 4, 16 and 17, which sought to limit the
defenses of contributory negligence and assumption of risk.

By

special verdict, the jury found that the defendant was
negligent and that his negligence was the cause of the
plaintiff's injuries, but also found that the plaintiff was
negligent and/or assumed the risk and that her negligence or
assumption of risk was a cause of her injury.

The plaintiff

appealed from the judgment based on the special verdict,
alleging that there was no evidence that her injuries were
caused by the manner in which she was skiing, and that
therefore contributory negligence and/or assumption of risk
were, as a matter of law, unavailable defenses.

She therefore

claimed it was error not to give her requested jury
instructions which limited these defenses.
This Court set forth the proposition that
[A] party is entitled to have his theories of the
case submitted to the jury provided there is
competent evidence to support them. Steel v.
Breinholt, 747 P.2d at 435; Biswell v. Duncan,
742 P.2d 80, 88 (Utah Ct. App. 1987); Hiller v.
Lamborn, 740 P.2d 300, 302 (Utah Ct. App. 1987).
Failure to give requested instructions is
reversible error if it tends to mislead the jury
to the prejudice of the complaining party or
erroneously advises on the law. Steel, 747 P.2d
at 435; Biswell, 742 P.2d at 88.
Mikkelsen v. Haslam, 764 P.2d 1384, at 1387 (Utah
App. 1988).
In the instant case, the defendant-appellant High
School's requested jury instructions nos, 1, 2, 3, and 4
correctly set forth the law with regard to the defendant's
theory of the case.

See also 75 Am.Jur.2d, Trial §695 ("The
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court is required to state to the jury all the issues of fact
joined by the pleadings upon which any testimony has been
offered.") and §698 (MEach party to an action is entitled to
have the jury instructed with reference to his theory of the
case, where such theory is supported by competent evidence and
the instruction is properly requested, and this is true
although such theory may be controverted by evidence of the
opposing party.") and the cases cited therein.
II.

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED BY INSTRUCTING THE JURY
THAT THE ARCHITECT WAS THE AGENT OF THE OWNER,
WHERE CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES ESTABLISH A
THREE-WAY CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
OWNER, CONTRACTOR AND ARCHITECT.
As a general rule, an architect, as far as
the preparation of plans is concerned, acts as an
independent contractor, . . . when engaged in
supervising the construction of a building as an
agent of the owner, an architects ordinary
authority is a limited one. He has no authority,
except insofar as he has been invested with
special authority in that regard, to bind his
principal by a contract respecting the erection
of a building or the performance of work upon it
5 Am.Jur.2d, "Architects", §6, p. 668.

See Millard v. Perry, et al., 2 Utah 2d 217, 271 P.2d 852
(1954) at 855, wherein the Utah Court pointed out:
It must also be noted that in the matters
referred to, plaintiff relies chiefly upon
alleged promises and representations of the
architect, and upon the contention that the
architect was agent for the defendants. An
architect is not ordinarily a general agent of
its employer (3 Am.Jur. 1000) and in this
instance it was expressly so provided in a
contract document. Clearly he did not have
authority to bind Perry . . .
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The contract between the High School as owner and the
Construction Company as contractor, mentions the architect only
briefly.

In Paragraph 3.1, the Contractor covenants to

cooperate with the architect; Paragraph 11.1 provides that the
architect will advise the owner with regard to sub-contract
bids; Paragraph 13.1 provides that the contractor shall give an
itemized statement to the architect; Paragraph 11.1 provides
that the contractor shall deliver bids to the architect;
Paragraph 14.1 provides that the architect will review the
contractor's applications for payment; and 14.1.1 provides that
the architect is entitled to rely on the accuracy and
completeness of information furnished by the contractor.
(Appendix C.)

This is the only document to which the

contractor is a party, and nowhere in this document is it
specified that the architect is a general agent for the owner
with regard to the project.

III.

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY THAT THE
HIGH SCHOOL HAD THE BURDEN OF PROOF ON THE ISSUE OF
THE CONSTRUCION COMPANY''S EXCUSES FOR NOT COMPLETING
THE JOB WITH THE TIME SPECIFIED IN THE CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT.
In the explanation that accompanied Interrogatory No.

5-B, Judge Wahlquist instructed the jury that " . . . the
defendant ('High School') alleges that the plaintiff
('Construction Company') asserts that the delays were brought
on by the architects' failure to perform within a timely period
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and or defendant's ('High School') delaying timely decisions,
etc. . • . the defendant ('High School') must bear the burden
of proof and prove that some delays were unreasonably caused by
the plaintiff ('Construction Company') . . . "

Interrogatory

5-B, Appendix B. This instruction was in error because it
changed the High School's theory of the case, misstated the
pleadings and reversed the burden of proof on the Construction
Company's affirmative defense to the High School's counterclaim
for damages for delay, in contravention of established
principals of law in Utah.
The High School did not plead in its counterclaim that
the Construction Company was liable for unreasonably causing
delay; rather, the High School pled that the Construction
Company was liable for breach of a specific contract provision
that required the contractor to finish each of the two phases
of the job by dates specified in the contract,

Paragraph 3 of

the High School's Counterclaim states:
The contract provides for completion dates of
September 21, 1984 for the gymnasium work and
November 30, 1984 for the classroom work. These
deadlines were not met, causing damages to the
High School including, but not limited to, loss
of the use of the improvements for most of a
school year, in an amount estimated to be
$50,000.00. (Record, p. 32; Appendix E.)
By way of affirmative defense to the causes of action
stated in paragraph 3 of the counterclaim, the Construction
Company pled, as an excuse for not complying with the
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contracted completion dates, allegations that it was prevented
from performing by acts of the High School and of the architect.

THIRD DEFENSE
(Affirmative Defense)
Defendant is barred from recovering from
plaintiff for failing to complete the project
within the time periods specified in the contract
by doctrines of estoppel and waiver because
defendant instructed plaintiff to cease
construction on the subject site during a period
of time when cost projections were being reviewed
and because defendant failed to provide
sufficient plans and specifications to plaintiff
to enable plaintiff to complete the project with
in the designed time constraints. Defendant has
further waived the right to require timely
completion by requiring numerous changes to be
made at various stages of the project. Defendant
is further estopped from receiving damages for
any delays in completing the project because
defendant requested that plaintiff subcontract
the masonry portion of the project to an entity
that did not timely complete the masonry work,
thus delaying completion of the entire project.
Defendant has waived the right to require
the plaintiff timely satisfy the claims of
subcontractors because defendant failed to pay
plaintiff amounts owing under the construction
contract when due.
Any delay in completing the project was
caused by acts of defendant and not by acts of
plaintiff.
The written contract has subsequently been
modified by agreement or acts of the parties
thereby rendering the completion date stated
therein unenforceable as a material term of said
contract.
Plaintiffs Answer to Counterclaim, Third Defense, Record, pp.
42, 43.

(Appendix F.)
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The Counterclaim defenses of the Construction Company
to which Judge Wahlquist referred, failure to make timely
decisions on going forward with the work and failure of the
architect to provide sufficient plans and specifications, were
specifically labeled and designated by the Construction Company
as the affirmative defenses of waiver and estoppel. Because
they are affirmative defenses and because they depend upon the
establishment of certain facts, the Construction Company had
the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence on these
issues.

It was plain error for Judge Wahlquist to instruct the

jury to the contrary, that the High School had the burden of
proof on this issue.
The burden of proof rests upon the party
asserting the excuse . . . it is upon the party
who would not prevail on the issue if no evidence
were presented on the issue. 29 Am.Jur. 2d,
"Evidence" § 127, pp. 159-162.
The burden of proof is upon the [counterclaim]
defendant as to all affirmative defenses which he
sets up in answer to the [counterclaim]
plaintiff's claim . . . whether they relate to
the whole case or only to certain issues in the
case. 29 Am.Jur. 2d, "Evidence" § 129, p. 162,
and the cases cited therein, including Reese v.
Archibald, 6 Utah 2d 264, 311 P.2d 788.
In a contract action where the defense of
impossibility of performance is raised, the
burden of proof on that issue is on the
[counterclaim] defendant. 29 Am.Jur. 2d
"Evidence" § 142, p. 176.
The burden of proof rests on the party who has
the affirmative of the issue . . . the party
relying on a fact has the burden of proving it.
31A C.J.S. "Evidence" § 104, p. 169 ff.
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The [counterclaim] defendant has the burden of
proof of establishing special or affirmative
defenses. 31A, C.J.S. "Evidence" § 104, p. 176.
The burden is on the [counterclaim] defendant to
prove matter in avoidance, special or affirmative
defenses . . . 31A, C.J.S. "Evidence" § 104, p.
178 at n. 83, 84 and 85, and the cases cited
therein, especially Miller v. Southern Pacific
Co., 21 P.2d 865 (Utah 1933).
w

. . . h e who pleads an affirmative defense has
the burden of proving it . . ." Miller v.
Southern Pacific Co., 21 P.2d at 879 (Utah 1933).
IV.

CONCLUSION

Because the trial court improperly took from the jury
the properly pled and tried counterclaims of the
defendant-appellant High School, the appellant is entitled to a
new trial on the counterclaim only.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _J_

day of September,

1989.

EDWARD J.^McDONOUGJ
50 South/Main Street, #1250
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144
Attorney for Appellant-Defendant
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Jury Instruction No.

The document entitled "General Conditions Of The
Contract For Construction,M which was admitted into evidence as
Exhibit 4, has been determined by the Court as a matter of law
to be a part of the document entitled "Standard Form Of
Agreement Between Owner And Contractor," which was admitted
into evidence as Exhibit 3.

In considering the manner in which

any part of the agreement, Exhibit 3, applies to a fact of this
case, you are also to consider how the general conditions,
Exhibit 4, applies to that fact.

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge
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Jury Instruction No.

*

In order for final payment to be due to the plaintiff
under the contract, the following conditions must be met:
(1)

The conditions of paragraph 14.2 in Article 14 on

page 17 of the agreement, Exhibit 3, including recommendation
by the architect; and
(2)

The conditions of paragraph 9.9 of Article 9 of

the General Conditions, Exhibit 4, including final application
for payment by the contractor, and the issuance of a final
certificate for payment by the architect.
No amount claimed by the plaintiff on which these
conditions have not been met is due in owing from the defendant.
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REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

.

Judge
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If you find that the defendant was justified in
withholding payment from the plaintiff, then no interest is due
on such payment.
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Jury Instruction No.

If you find that the defendant St. Joseph High School
justifiably relied upon the assurances of Edmund Whitmeyer,
acting for the plaintiff construction company, that the high
school expansion and remodeling project would be completed for
a certain sum of money, then the plaintiff construction company
is stopped from claiming any additional or larger sum of money.

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge
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uiely and sufficient:
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amount of damages that the defendant suffered as a result
the plaintiff's failure to provide adequate and timely
accounting information.
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Jury Instruction No.

;

This lawsuit involved a claim by the defendant against
the plaintiff for damages to the defendant resulting from the
plaintiff's failure to complete the construction work in a
timely manner.

In considering whether the plaintiff completed

the construction work on the remodeling of the high school in a
timely manner, you may consider the dates listed for
substantial completion of the work under Article 4, paragraph
4.1, on page 2, of the "Standard Form of Agreement Between
Owner and Contractor", Exhibit 3.

If you find that the

plaintiff had a duty to the defendant to complete the work to
be performed by the plaintiff as additions and remodeling to
St. Joseph High School, and you find that the plaintiff did not
live up to its duty to the defendant in this regard, then you
may proceed to the amount of damages suffered by the defendant
as a result of the plaintiff's failure to complete the work on
the high school job in a timely manner.

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge
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In considering additional expenses which the defendant
may have incurred as a result of the delay in completing the
job on time, you may consider the value of extrordinary work
caused to be done by members of the defendant board of
trustees, the defendant staff or employees*

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge
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Evidence has been presented in this case of two
requests for final payment, both presented on May 13, 1985,
both purportedly presented on behalf of the plaintiff-

One

request for final payment was presented by Edmund Whitmeyer;
one request for final payment was presented by Richard Lambert.
If you find that Edmund Whitmeyer represented the
plaintiff when he presented the document entitled "Standard
Form of Agreement Between Owner And Contractor," Plaintiff's
Exhibit 3; that Whitmeyer signed Exhibit 3 for the plaintiff;
that Whitmeyer represented the plaintiff in negotiation and
discussion at weekly meetings with representatives of the
defendants during the construction period; that Whitmeyer
signed, and presented all requests for payment on behalf of the
plaintiff from the beginning of the construction job until May
15, 1985, and that those requests for payment were approved by
the architect and paid by the defendant; and that neither
Richard Lambert, nor Douglas Robbins had any contact with the
defendant until May 15, 1985, then you may find that the
defendant justifiably relied upon the authority of Edmund
Whitmeyer to act for the plaintiff, and you may disregard the
request for final payment presented on May 15, 1985 by Richard
Lambert, and consider only the request

for final payment presented on May 15, 1985 by Edmund
Whitmeyer, in determining the amount, if any, that is due and
owing from the defendant to the plaintiff for work done on the
St. Joseph High School remodeling and addition construction job.

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge

Jury Instruction No.
If you find that Edmund Whitmeyer quoted to the
defendant a certain percentage figure as the "payroll burden"
which would be applied to the construction project, and that he
did so at the time that the contract was being negotiated, then
you must find that such percentage figure provided by Whitmeyer
is the valid percentage for the "payroll burden" for the
contract, and that any larger different amount applied to the
contract at a later date by Richard Lambert or Douglas Robbins
or other personnel of the plaintiff is to be disregarded.

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge

Jury Instruction No.

-^

Evidence has been presented that the final billing
presented on May 13, 1985 by Richard Lambert, included an
amount to be paid to the plaintiff for Edmund Whitmeyer's
time.

If you find that Edmund Whitmeyer1s time is not to be

charged, according to the terms of Article 9 of Exhibit 3, then
you must find that such amount must be stricken from any
charges of the plaintiff to the defendant.

If you find that

the amount charged for Edmund Whitmeyer's time is for a period
of time when the plaintiff no longer employed Edmund Whitmeyer,
then such amount must be stricken from the plaintiff's bill.
In making your determination, you may consider the opinion of
Edmund Whitmeyer, as the person who negotiated and signed
Exhibit

, as to whether such amounts for his time may be

charged to the contract and billed by the plaintiff to the
defendant.

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
GIVEN AS MODIFIED:

Judge

APPENDIX B

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNT
JACOBSEN, MORRIN AND ROBBINS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY

vs.
ST. JOSEPH HIGH SCHOOL
BOARD OF FINANCIAL TRUSTEES,

C i v i l No. 94630

Defendant.

MEMBERS OF THE JURY:
It is the duty of the Court to instruct you in the law
that applies to this case, and it is your duty as jurors to
follow the law as the Court states it to you, regardless of what
you personally believe the law is or ought to be.

On the other

hand, it is your exclusive province to determine the facts in the
case and to consider and weigh the evidence for that purpose.
The authority thus vested in you is not an arbitrary
power, but must be exercised with sincere judgment, sound discretion, and in accordance with the rules of law stated to you.

INSTRUCTION NO. _5

If in these instructions, any rule, direction or idea be
stated in varying ways, no emphasis thereon is intended, and none
must be inferred by you.

For that reason, you are not to single

out any certain sentence or any individual point or instruction
and ignore others, but you are to consider all the instructions
as a whole, and to regard each in the light of all the others.
The order in which the instructions are given has no
significance as to their relative importance.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

In generalf the position of each of the parties may be
summarized as indicated below.
The plaintiff alleges that it is entitled to $433f000f
in

round

figures, and

has

received

only

$405,000, in round

figures*
The defendant alleges that it has obligated itself only
for the sum of $414,000, in round figures, and has paid about
$405,000,

and

would

now

owe

the

plaintiff

the

$8,500

it

previously held back to cover the possibility that liens may be
filed

against

matters

their

school

property.

are concerned, the defendant

Insofar

as accounting

concedes

it owes the

plaintiff $8,500, but presents a counterclaim which it contends
is greater than that sum.
The defendant alleges that the plaintiff breached the
contract by not completing the construction contract before the
dates set forth in the contract, and, therefore, plaintiff owes
the defendants damages it suffered thereby.
it was responsible for the delays.

The defendant denies

The plaintiff asserts that it

was the defendant's activity, and the activity of the defendant's
agent, to-wit:

the architects, that caused the delays.

INSTRUCTION NO.

Ll
V

Each side's evidence approaches the accounting problem
from a different accounting route.

Neither side's evidence, even

though

of pages, is in sufficient

it covers

a

great

number

detail, or supported adequately by original documents, so that
the

jury

could

complete

a

true

exact

balance.

If it were

possible or the jury to do so, it would consume a great deal of
time to arrive at such a verdict.

In order to simplify the

jury's deliberations, the Court has attempted

to identify

principal issues or differences in the two accountings.

the

It is

hoped that if the jury renders findings on the four principal
findings of fact, that the Court could then enter a findings of
fact that would be sufficiently close to a true accounting that
it would be adequate for this proceeding.
Each of the questions concerning the accounting are set
forth in the following interrogatories.

r>2;,

INTERROGATORY NO. 1A; Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that the plaintiff
is entitled to charge the defendant for Mr.
Whitmeyer's services?
YES
NO
INTERROGATORY NO. IB:
If you have answered
above q u e s t i o n " y e s " , what sum do you find
plaintiff
is
entitled
to
charge
for
Whitmeyer f s s e r v i c e s ?

the
the
Mr.

$

EXPLANATION:

The contract in question is a cost-plus

supervision fees agreement.

This must be distinguished from a

cost-plus profit agreement.

In a cost-plus profit agreement, the

contractor would be entitled to charge for the services of all of
his supervising personnel.

In a cost-plus fee agreement; a fee

for supervision of 5%, as is the contract in question, it is
anticipated that the work of a general construction manager will
be paid from the 5% •

The parties do not disagree but that Mr.

Whitmeyer was the general supervising manager, and services would
generally not be chargeable.

The plaintiff contends that Mr.

Whitmeyer not only served in that capacity, but that for at least
one hour each day he took over the supervision of the job so as
to render the services generally carried out by a construction
superintendent and that to the extent that he performed these
services, his time may be charged.

The defendant denies that Mr.

Whitmeyer

ever

served

as

the

superintendent.

The

defendant

asserts that Mr. Whitmeyer, and the architect, and plaintiff, all
agreed throughout

the construction period that Mr. Whitmeyerfs

time was not chargeable, and, therefore, was not audited in any
way.
The burden of proving that Mr. Whitmeyer

served as a

superintendent is on the plaintiff who asserts it to be a fact.
The plaintiff is required to prove this fact by a preponderance
of the evidence.
If the plaintiff succeeds in proving that Mr. Whitmeyer
served as a superintendent, they must also prove the amount, if
any, of charge that is justified.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that the plaintiff
has made payments for building permits that the
defendant has not reimbursed them for?
YES
NO
INTERROGATORY NO. 2B:
If you have answered the
above question "yes", what sum do you find remains
unpaid?

EXPLANATION:
to-wit:
spent

in

The contract anticipates that the owners,

the defendant, will reimburse the plaintiff for any sums
payment

of

fees

to

secure

building

permits.

plaintiff alleges there are such uncompensated for fees due.

The
The

defendant denies this allegation and asserts that it has paid all
such expenses.
The burden of proof is on the plaintiff to prove, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that some sum is due, and also to
so prove what that sum is.

INTERROGATORY NO. 3A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that Mr. Whitmeyer's
billings to the defendants for labor overhead did
not state the full amount thereof?
\/

YES
NO

INTERROGATORY NO. 3B;
If you have answered the
above question "yes", what sum do you find it
proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the
plaintiff is entitled to for such underpayment?

EXPLANATION:
the contractor
actually

paid

may
to

The contract in question anticipates that
charge

the

the

owner

contractor's

for

not

only

the wages

employees who work

on the

project, but may also charge for labor overhead the contractor
has borne because of the employment of those employees for the
period of time they worked on the project.

This sum may include:

sums paid by the employer for the workman1s health insurance,
etc.; sums paid for workman's compensation insurance; sums paid
for unemployment

compensation

insurance; and sums paid by the

employer towards the Social Security, $tc.

The plaintiff alleges

that Mr.fcfhitmeyerwas unaware that he should have charged for
the health insurance.
erroneously

Plaintiff also alleges that Mr. Whitmeyer

undercharged

for other labor overhead

items.

The

defendant asserts that Mr. Whitmeyer's accounting in the matter
is reasonably acceptable under the circumstances, because it was
agreed to.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 4A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that there are
unapproved items of miscellaneous costs for which
the defendant should be liable?
YES
NO
INTERROGATORY NO. 4B:
If you have answered the
above question "yes", what is the total sum you
find should be awarded for this item?
$

EXPLANATION:

The accounting system submitted by each

side are submitted on a different theory.

Plaintiff's general

accounting theory is that they add together all of the sums paid
by

them/

whether

that

be

to

independent

themselves as contractor's exposure, and

contractors

claim

therefore entitled to approximately $433,000.

or

to

that they are

The architect, the

person who under the contract had a right to require bills, etc.,
on behalf of the school, required that the bills be related to a
particular function performed on the job.

The architect would

not accept bills merely because the sum had been paid to someone,
but they would require the bill be related to by function, such
as the

installing

of

a glass wall

in a media

center.

The

architect did this so that he could audit intelligently, and so
that the building committee for the school could control their
costs as they went along.
totality

The Court has ruled that under the

of the circumstances, where the contractor

had other

jobs in the same area, etc., the architect has a right to require

this type of accounting.
mately $414,000.

The architect has approved approxi-

The plaintiff is entitled to add to that sum

any charges which they justify at trial.

In adding sums, the

jury must be careful not to duplicate an award here, and also
under

the

first

four

questions.

The

first

four

questions

undoubtedly total up to the majority of the difference between
the plaitniff's figure of $433,000, and the defendant's figure of
$414,000.

The contractor must be given this opportunity to add

items of a different nature if he proves by a preponderance of
the evidence that they are justified.
In determining whether or not an item is justified, the
jury is instructed that the cost item must be attached to work or
supplies actually expended on the job, and must be of the nature
for

which

the

contractor

is entitled

for

approval.

As an

example, the contractor would be entitled to charge rental for
tools if the individual tool costs more than $500, but would not
be entitled to charge rental for tools of a lesser value, even
though he may have paid the sum, because small tools must be
supplied by the contractor.
The burden of proving any of these additional items, if
any, is on the plaintiff.
amount of any such item.

The plaintiff must also prove the

INTERROGATORY NO, 5A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that the plaintiff
unreasonably delayed the completion of the
construction project?
YES
NO

x/

INTERROGATORY NO. 5B:
If you have answered the
above question "yes", what sum do you find it
proven by a preponderance of the evidence should
be awarded to the defendant as damages therefor?
$

EXPLANATION:

You are instructed that the contract in

question anticipates that the projects would be completed by the
dates therein stated.
plaintiff

would

be

Absent some justification for delays, the
liable

to

the

defendant

for

damages the

defendant suffered because of any such unjustified delay.

The

defendant

the

alleges

that the plaintiff was

responsible

for

delays which caused the project not to be completed as scheduled.
The plaintiff concedes that the project was not completed on the
date anticipated, but denies it was at fault in causing these
delays.

The plaintiff asserts that the delays were brought on by

the architect's failure to perform within a timely period, and/or
defendant's delaying of timely decisions, etc.

The plaintiff

also alleges that some of the delays were caused by unreasonable
or unforeseeable actions by the building inspectors or licensing
agencies.

The defendant must bear the burden of proof, and prove

that some delays were unreasonably caused by the plaintiff, and
must also prove the extent of the damages defendant suffered as a

The measure of damages is the sum of monies that would
put the defendant in a position so that it would be no richer nor
poorer than it would have been had the breach of contract not
occurred.
care

to

The defendant is also obligated to exercise reasonable
avoid

such

defendant's damagesr

damages.

The

plaintiff

asserts

that

if anyf were increased by the defendant's

faiulure to plan intelligently under all of the circumstances.
Plaintiff further asserts that the delays were the result of the
architects failure to perform timely, and that inasmuch as the
architect was the agent selected and employed by the defendant,
that the architect's delays were chargeable to the defendant.
In some lawsuits, a party

proves

it

is entitled

to

damages, but its damages are restricted to the proportion that
the delay was caused by the other side.

A party cannot recover

for the portions of delay caused by itself or its agents.

INSTRUCTION NO.

The contract in question anticipates certain billings/
or

possible

times.
with

claims

for

payment

will

be

made

at

reasonable

The contract also anticipates that the dissatisfaction
work,

periods.

etc. , must

be made

within

certain

reasonable

If you find that the plaintiff, acting through its

agent, Mr. Whitmeyer, and the defendant, acting through one of
its authorized agents, made agreements and/or made payments in
reliance on representations, you may hold the parties to such
agreements, if you find that the parties did, at that time,
intend to make final resolutions of that matter, and that it
would give one side or the other an unjust advantage to let them
raise the issue at a later time.
concerned

final

settlements

in

These agreements may have
the matter

and/or

partial

isolated settlements of disputes.
If a party

made an agreement and intended that the

other side would act theron, and the other side did rely thereon
to its detriment, the Court will not permit either

side to

abandon their agreement knowingly made, or made recognizing that
it was a compromise, and later raise the matter when it may not
be practical to audit the matter later.

If no such unfair

advantage is gained, a party may correct an error.

INSTRUCTION NO.

S

You may not include as damages any amount that you
might add for the purpose of punishing either party or to make
an example

of them for the public good or to prevent other

incidents of this nature.

Such damages would be punitive and

they are not authorized in this action.

INSTRUCTION NO.

U

You will not render a general verdict as is sometimes
done, but rather your function herein is to make findings of fact
as to special

interrogatories or questions which are herewith

submitted to you*

In making your findings of fact/ you should

bear in mind that the burden of proof in any disputed fact rests
on the party claiming the fact to be true and he must prove it by
a preponderance of the evidence.
Before you answer

"yes" to any question submitted to

you, you must find the same to be true by a preponderance of the
evidence.
the

This requires the agreement of six (three-quarters) of

jurors

to

answer

any

question

and

at

least

six

(three-quarters) of the jurors must agree that the answer to the
question should be "yes" or "no" before such an answer may be
made.
A special verdict form is as follows:

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
JACOBSEN, MORRIN AND ROBBINS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,

]
]

Plaintiff,

SPECIAL VERDICT

vs.
ST. JOSEPH HIGH SCHOOL
BOARD OF FINANCIAL TRUSTEES,

]1

Civil No. 94630

Defendant.

We, the jury impaneled to try the issues in the aboveentitled case, give the following answers to the interrogatories
propounded to us:
INTERROGATORY NO, 1A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that the plaintiff
is entitled to charge the defendant for Mr.
Whitmeyer f s services?
YES
NO

j£

INTERROGATORY NO. IB:
If you have answered
above q u e s t i o n " y e s " , what sum do you find
plaintiff
is
entitled
to
charge
for
Whitmeyer f s s e r v i c e s ?

the
the
Mr.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2A: Do you f i n d i t proven by a
preponderance of t h e evidence t h a t t h e p l a i n t i f f
has made payments for b u i l d i n g p e r m i t s t h a t t h e
defendant has not reimbursed them f o r ?
YES
NO

^
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INTERROGATORY NO. 2B;
If you have answered the
above question "yes", what sum do you find remains
unpaid?

INTERROGATORY NO. 3A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that Mr. Whitmeyer's
billings to the defendants for labor overhead did
not state the full amount thereof?
YES
NO

^

INTERROGATORY NO. 3B:
If you have answered the
above question "yesnf what sum do you find it
proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the
plaintiff is entitled to for such underpayment?

$ 3£55oOQ
INTERROGATORY NO. 4A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that there are
unapproved items of miscellaneous costs for which
the defendant should be liable?
YES
NO

^~

INTERROGATORY NO. 4B:
If you have answered the
above question "yes"/ what is the total sum you
find should be awarded for this item?

INTERROGATORY NO. 5A: Do you find it proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that the plaintiff
unreasonably delayed the completion of the
construction project?
YES
NO

^

Page 3
Special Verdict
Case No. 94630

INTERROGATORY NO. 5B;
If you have answered the
above question "yes", what sum do you find it
proven by a preponderance of the evidence should
be awarded to the defendant as damages therefor?

$
DATED t h i s

fB

<D

day of December,

1987.

A&X&.
FOREMAN

INSTRUCTION NO.

Whenever

in these instructions it is stated that the

burdenf or the burden of proof/ rests upon a certain party to
prove a certain allegation made by him or herf the meaning of
such an instruction is this:

that unless the truth

allegation is proved by a preponderance
shall find that the same is not true.

of the

of the evidence/ you

If the evidence is evenly

balanced as to its convincing force on any allegation/ you must
find that such allegation has not been proved.

INSTRUCTION NO.

The

term

"preponderance

of

the

evidence"

means

the

greater weight of the evidence, that is, such evidence as when
weighed with that opposed to it, is more convincing as to its
truth.

INSTRUCTION NO.

The fact

that

the

Court has

^1

instructed

you

concerning

damages is not to be taken as an indication that the Court either
believes

or

does

recover damages.

not

believe

that

plaintiff

is

entitled

to

INSTRUCTION NO.

^0

You are the exclusive judges of the credibility of the
witnesses and the weight of evidence.

In judging the weight of

the testimony and credibility of the witnesses you have a right
to take

into consideration their bias, their

interest

in the

result of the suit, or any probable motive or lack thereof to
testify fairly, if any is shown.

You may consider the witnesses1

deportment upon the witness standf

the reasonableness of their

statements, their apparent frankness or candor, or the want of
it, their opportunity to know, their ability to understand, and
their capacity to remember.

You should consider these matters

together with all of the other facts- and circumstances which you
may believe have a bearing on the truthfulness or accuracy of the
witnesses1 statements.

INSTRUCTION NO.

H

If you should find that it was within the power of a
party to produce stronger and more satisfactory

evidence than

that which was offered on an material pointf you may view with
distrust
offered

any

weaker

and

less

satisfactory

evidence

actually

by him on that point, unless such failure is satis-

factorily explained.

INSTRUCTION NO.

'^

At times throughout the trial, the Court has been called
upon to determine whether certain offered evidence might properly
be admitted.

You are not to be concerned with the reasons for

such

and

rulings

are not

to

draw

any

inferences

from

them.

Whether offered evidence is admissible is purely a question of
law.

In admitting evidence to which an objection is made, the

Court

does

not

determine

what

weight

should

be

given

such

evidence; nor does it pass on the credibility of the witness.
You are not to consider evidence offered but not admitted, nor
any evidence stricken out by the Court; as to any question to
which an objection was sustained, you must not conjecture as to
what the answer might have been or as to the reason for the
objection.

INSTRUCTION NO,

The law forbids you to determine any issue in this case
by resort to chance.

If you should decide that the plaintiff is

entitled to recover, in discussing the amount of damages to be
awardedf

you properly could ascertain from each juror his own

independent judgment as to what the amount
should

so

wish

to

do—whereupon*

it would

should be—if you
be

your

duty

to

thoughtfully consider the amounts so suggested, to test them in
the light of the law and the evidence, and, after deliberation
thereon, to determine which, if any, of such individual estimates
was proper.

But it would be unlawful for you to agree in advance

to take the independent estimate of each juror, then total such
estimates, draw

an average

from the total, and to make such

average the amount of your award.

INSTRUCTION NO.

[^

You should not consider as evidence any statement of
counsel made during the trial9 unless such statement was made as
an admission or stipulation conceding the existance of a fact or
facts.
You

must

not

consider

for

any purpose

any

offer of

evidence that was rejected, or any evidence that was stricken out
by the Court; such matter is to be treated as though you never
had known of it.
You are to decide this case solely upon the evidence
that has been received by the Court, and the inferences that you
may reasonably draw therefrom, and in accordance with the law as
herein stated.

INSTRUCTION NO-

The attitude and

1^

conduct of jurors at the outset of

their deliberations are a matter of considerable importance.

It

is rarely productive or good for a juror, upon entering the jury
room, to make an emphatic expression of his opinion on the case
or to announce a determination to stand for a certain verdict*
When one does that at the outset, his sense of pride may be
aroused,

and

he

may

hesistate

to

recede

position if shown that it is fallacious*

from

an

announced

Remember that you are

not partisans or advocates in this matter, but judges. The final
test of the quality of your service will lie in the verdict which
you return to court, not in the opinions any of you may hold as
you retire.

Have in mind that you will make a definite contri-

bution to efficient judicial administration if you arrive at a
just and proper verdict.

To that end, the Court would remind you

that in your deliberations in the jury room, there can be no
triumph excepting the ascertainment and declaration of the truth
and the administration of justice thereon.

INSTRUCTION NO.

\^

It is your duty as jurors to consult with one another
and to deliberates with a view to reaching an agreements if you
can do so without violence to your individual judgment.

You each

must decide the case for yourself, but should do so only after a
consideration of the case with your fellow jurorsf
not hesitate
erroneous.

to change an opinion when convinced

You should
that

it is

However, you should not surrender your honest convic-

tions concerning the effect or weight of evidence for the mere
purpose of returning a verdict or solely because of the opinion
of the other jurors.

INSTRUCTION NO.

n

You must weigh and consider this case without regard to
sympathyf prejudice or passion for or against either party to the
action.

INSTRUCTION NO.

ft

Upon retiring to the jury room, you will select one of
your

number

to

act

as

foreman,

who

will

preside

deliberations and sign the verdict to which you agree.

over

your

This is a

civil action and six members of the jury may find and return a
verdict.

As soon as six or more of you have agreed upon a

verdict, you shall have it signed and dated by your foreman and
then return it to this /room.
DATED t hiis
i s O^ / _ day of December, 1987.

JOHN F. WAHLQUrST, Judge
/
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COST OF THE WORK PLUS A FEE
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Use only with the 7976 Edition of AIA Document

A2Q1, General Conditions

of the Contract

for

Construction.

This document has been approved and endorsed by The Associated General Contactors of America

AGREEMENT
made as of the 1 6 t h
Hundred and E i g h t y
BETWEEN the Owner:

day of

July

in the year of Nineteen

four
S

t.

Joseph H i g h

School

Roman C a t h o l i c D i o c e s e
S a l t Lake C i t y , U t a h
and the Contractor:
J a c o b s e n M o r r i n R o b b i n s C o n s t r . Co.
6930 S o u t h 300 West
M i d v a l e , U t a h 84047
the Project: C l a s s r o o m / L i b r a r y A d d i t i o n & Gym A d d i t i o n / R e m o d e l

the Architect:
MATHEWSON & SANDERS 2668 G r a n t Ave

Architects

Ogden, U t a h
The Owner and the Contractor agree as set forth below.
Copynghl 1920, 1925. 1951, 195a. 1%1 1%3 1%7, 1974 © 1978 by The American Institute ot Architects 1735 New York Avenue N W .
Washington, Q C 20006 Reproduction of the material herein or substantial quotation of its provisions without permission of the AIA
violates the copyright laws of the United States and w i l l be subject to legal prosecution
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ARTICLE 1
THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
1.1

The Contract Documents consist of this Agreement, the Conditions of the Contract (General, Supplementary
and other Conditions/, the Drawings, the Specifications, all Addenda issued prior to and all Modifications
issued after execution of this Agreement. These form the Contract, and all are as fully a part of the Contract
as if attached to this Agreement or repeated herein. An enumeration of the Contract Documents appears in
Article 16 If anything in the Contract Documents is inconsistent with this Agreement, the Agreement shall
govern.
ARTICLE 2
THE WORK

2.1

The Contractor shall perform all the Work required by the Contract Documents for
(Here insert the caption de*cripti\ e nl the WntL J « u*ed on other Contract Document* )

The additions and remodels to St. Joseph High School
Gym Bldg.
a. Locker room
Classroom Bldg.
L i b r a r y & Classroom A d d i t i o n

(5500sf)

ARTICLE 3
THE CONTRACTOR'S DUTIES A N D STATUS
3.1

The Contractor accepts the relationship of trust and confidence established between him and the Owner b>
this Agreement. He covenants with the Owner to furnish his best skill and judgment and to cooperate with
the Architect in furthering the interests of the Owner He agrees to furnish efficient business administration and superintendence and to use his best efforts to furnish at all times an adequate supply of workmen
and materials, and to perform the Work in the best way and in the most expeditious and economical manner
consistent with the interests of the Owner.
ARTICLE 4
TIME OF COMMENCEMENT A N D SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION

V.I

The Work to be performed under this Contract shall be commenced
Substantial Completion shall be achieved not later than Gym
(Here insert any special provision* lor liquidated

damages relating

-a

J u l y 16 , 1984
and, subject to authorized adjustments,
S e p t , 2 1 , 1984

to failure to complete on time)

C l c l S S r O O m —
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ARTICLE 5
COST OF THE WORK AND GUARANTEED MAXIMUM COST
5.1

The Owner agrees to reimburse the Contractor for the Cost of the Work as defined in Article 8. Such
reimbursement shall be in addition to the Contractor's Fee stipulated in Article 6.

5.2

The maximum cost to the Owner, including the Cost of the Work and the Contractor's Fee, is guaranteed not
to exceed the sum of
dollars
(S
), such Guaranteed Maximum Cost shall be increased or decreased for Changes in
the Work as provided in Article 7.
iHere insert any ptovmon

tor distribution oi aov *a%«n« Detete Parjftrapn 5 2 ' ' there ts no Cu*r*nteed Minimum Co>t i

Gym A d d i t i o n / R e m o d e l
Locker rra's,
Classroom/Library

$48,239

Addition

$299,953

These costs a r e
budgetary t a r g e t
prices

ARTICLE 6
CONTRACTOR'S FEE
6.1

In consideration of the performance of the Contract, the Owner agrees to pay the Contractor in current funds
as compensation for his services a Contractor's Fee as follows:

5% of total construction cost.

6.2

For Changes in the Work, the Contractors Fee shall be adjusted as follows*
>/t>

63

of the construction cost.

The Contractor shall be paid n i n e t y f i v e
percent ( 9 5 % •) of the proportional amount
of his Fee with each progress payment, and the balance of his Fee shall be paid at the time of final payment.

Owner will retain 5% of total payments until
project is 100% complete.
A1A OOCUMENT A111 • COST-PIUS O W . N £ R - C O N T R A C T O R AGREEMENT • M M H EDITION • APRIL 1978 • AlA*
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ARTICLE 7
C H A N C E S I N THE

WORK

7.1

The O w n e r may m a k e Changes in the W o r k as provided in the Contract D o c u m e n t s The Contractor shall be
reimbursed for Changes in the W o r k o n the basis of Cost of the Work as d e f i n e d in Article 8.

7.2

The Contractor's Fee f o r Changes in the W o r k shall be as set forth in Paragraph 6.2, or in the absence of specific provisions t h e r e i n , shall be adjusted by negotiation on the basis of the Fee established for the original
Work.
ARTICLE 8
COSTS T O

BE REIMBURSED

8.1

The term Cost of the W o r k shall mean costs necessarily incurred in the p r o p e r p e r f o r m a n c e of the W o r k and
paid by the Contractor. Such costs shall be at rates not higher than the standard paid in the locality of the
W o r k except w i t h p r i o r consent of the O w n e r , and shall include the items set f o r t h b e l o w in this Article 8.

8.1.1

Wages paid for labor i n the direct e m p l o y of the Contractor in the performance o f the W o r k under applicable
collective bargaining agreements, or under a salary or wage schedule agreed u p o n by the O w n e r and Contractor, and including such welfare or other benefits, if any, as may b e payable w i t h respect thereto.

8.1.2

Salaries of Contractor's personnel w h e n stationed at the field office, in whatever capacitv e m p l o y e d . Personnel
engaged, at shops or on the road, in expediting the production or transportation of materials o r e q u i p m e n t ,
shall be considered as stationed at the field office and their salaries paid for that p o r t i o n of their time spent
on this Work.

8.1.3

Cost of contributions, assessments or taxes incurred during the performance of the W o r k for such items as
unemplovment compensation and social security, insofar as such cost is based o n wages, salaries, or other
remuneration pard to employees of the Contractor and included in the Cost of the W o r k under Subparagraphs
8.1.1 and 8.1 2.

8.1.4

The portion ot reasonable travel and subsistence expenses of the Contractor or o f his officers or employees
incurred while traveling in discharge oi duties connected with the W o r k .

8.1.5

Cost ot all materials, supplies and equipment incorporated in the W o r k , i n c l u d i n g costs of
thereof

8.1.6

Payments made by the Contractor to Subcontractors for Work performed pursuant to Subcontracts under this
Agreement.

8.1.7

Cost, including transportation and maintenance, of all materials, supplies, e q u i p m e n t , temporary facilities and
hand tools not o w n e d by the workers, w h i c h are consumed in the performance of the W o r k , and cost les*
salvage value on such items used but not consumed which remain the p r o p e r t y of the Contractor.

8.1.8

Rental charges of ail necessary machinery and equipment, exclusive oi h a n d tools, used at the site of the
W o r k , whether rented from the Contractor or others, including installation, m i n o r repairs and replacements,
dismantling, removal, transportation and delivery costs thereof, at rental charges consistent w i t h those prevailing in the area.

8.1.9

Cost of premiums for all bonds and insurance w h i c h the Contractor is required by the Contract D o c u m e n t *
to purchase and maintain

8.1.10

Sales, use or similar taxes related to the W o r k and for which the Contractor is liable imposed by any governmental authority.

8.1.11

Permit fees, royalties, damages ior infringement oi patents and costs oi d e f e n d i n g suits iherefor, and deposits
lost for causes other than the Contractor's negligence.

8.1.12

Losses and expenses, not compensated by insurance or otherwise, sustained by t h e Contractor in connection
w i t h the Work, p r o v i d e d they have resulted from causes other than the fault o r neglect of the Contractor
Such losses shall i n c l u d e settlements made w i t h the written consent and a p p r o v a l of the O w n e r No such
losses and expenses shall be included in the Cost of the Work for the purpose o f d e t e r m i n i n g the Contractor's Fee. If, however, such loss requires reconstruction and the Contractor is placed in charge thereof, he
shall be paid for his services a Fee proportionate to that stated in Paragraph 6 . 1 .

8.1.13

M i n o r expenses such as telegrams, long distance telephone calls, telephone service at the site, expressage, and
similar petty cash items in connection w i t h the W o r k

8.1.14

Cost of removal oi all debris.

AIA DOCUMENT A111 • COST-PIUS OWNER CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT • M N I H EDITION • APKIL 19'd • A I A *
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8.1.15

Costs incurred due to an emergency affecting the safety ot per*on> and propertv

8.1.16

Other costs incurred in the performance of the W o r k if and to the extent approved in advance m writing by
the O w n e r .
thrrr
insert mod#/»caf»«vi* at hmtut
to the VVo'l j
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ARTICLE 9
COSTS N O T T O BE R E I M B U R S E D
9.1

The term Cost of the W o r k shall not include any o f the i t e m * set rorth below in this Article 9

9.1.1

Salaries or other compensation ot the Contractor's personnel at the Contractor's principal omce and branch
ortices

9.1.2

Expenses or the Contractor« principal and branch onices o t h e r than the field ofnee.

9.1.3

A n y part oi the Contractor** capital expenses, including interest on the Contractor s capital employed ror the
Work

9.1.4

Except us specifically providea for in Subparagraph 3 1 8 or in modifications thereto, rental costs ot m a c h i n e s
and equipment.

9.1.5

Overhead or.general e x p e n d * of an> k i n d , except as ma> b e expre^sK included in Article 8

9.1.6

Costs due to the negligence or the Contractor, any Subcontractor a n \ o n e directlv or indirectly employed b>
any ot t h e m , or tor whose acts an\ of them may be liable including but not limited to the correction ot
defective or nonconforming W o r k , disposal of materials and equipment wrongly supplied or making good
any damage to property

LI.7

The cost ot any item not specifically and expressly i n c l u d e d m the items described in Article 8

>.1.8

Costs m excess of the Guaranteed M a x i m u m Cost, if an>, as set forth m Article 5 and adjusted pursuant to
Article 7
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ARTICLE

10

D I S C O U N T S , REBATES A N D
10.1

REFUNDS

All cash discounts shall accrue to the Contractor unless the O w n e r deposits funds w i t h the Contractor w i t h
which to make payments, in w h i c h case the cash discounts shall accrue to the O w n e r All trade discounts,
rebates and refunds, and ail returns f r o m sale of surplus materials and e q u i p m e n t shall accrue to the O w n e r ,
and the Contractor shall make provisions so that they can be secured.
tHere insert any pro\mom

rehtme to deposits by the Owner to permit the Contractor to obtun ash discounts >

Payments to sub-contractors, suppliers etc. are to be processed
so as to avoid any unpaid items, and subsequent liens. Contractor
guarantees that any liens outstanding will be settled by the
contractor at his expense.

ARTICLE 11 ( S e e a t t a c h m e n t -!)
SUBCONTRACTS AND OTHER AGREEMENTS
11.1

All portions of the W o r k that the Contractors organization does not perform shall be p e r f o r m e d under Subcontracts or by other appropriate agreement w i t h the Contractor The Contractor shall request bids from Subcontractors and shall deliver such bids to the Architect The O w n e r will then determine, w i t h the advice of the
Contractor and subject to the reasonable objection of the Architect, w h i c h bids w i l l be accepted

11.2

All Subcontracts shall c o n f o r m to the requirements of the Contract Documents Subcontracts awarded o n the
basis of the cost of such w o r k plus a fee shall also be subject to the provisions of this A g ' e e m e n t insofar as
applicable
ARTICLE 1 2
ACCOUNTING

12.1

RECORDS

The Contractor shall check all materials, equipment and labor entering i n t o the W o r k and shall keeD such full
and detailed accounts as may be necessary for proper financial management under this Agreement and the
system shall be satisfactory to the O w n e r The O w n e r shall be anorded access to all the Contractor s records,
books correspondence, instructions, drawings, receipts, vouchers, memoranda and similar aata re atmg to this
Contract, and the Contractor shall preserve all such records for a period of three years or for <uch longer
period as may be required by law, after the final payment

ARTICLE 13
A P P L I C A T I O N S FOR
13.1

PAYMENT

The Contractor shall, at least ten days before each payment falls due, deliver to the Architect an itemized
statement, notarized if required, showing in c o m p l e t e detail all moneys paid out or costs incurrea by h i m o n
account of the Cost of the VVork during the previous m o n t h for w h i c h he is to be reimbursed uncer Article 5
and the amount or the Contractor s Fee due as p r o v i d e d in Article 6, together w i t h payrolls for a'l labor and
s such other data supporting the Contractor's right to payment for Subcontracts or materials as the O w n e r or
the Architect may require
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Article 11 is modified as follows:
Article 11.1 All portions of the Work that the Contractor's organization does not perform shall be performed under Subcontracts
or by other appropriate agreement with the Contractor. The
Contractor shall request three bids from Sub-Contractors and
shall deliver such bids to the Architect. The Owner will
then determine, with the advice of the Contractor and subject
to the reasonable objection of the Architect, which bids will
be accepted. An owner representative and the Architect will
be present at all bid openings.

ARTICLE 14
PAYMENTS T O THE

CONTRACTOR

14.1

The Architect will review the Contractor s Applications for Payment and will promptly take appropriate action
thereon as provided in the Contract Documents Such amount as he mav recommend for payment shall be
payable b\ the Owner not later than the
tenth
( 10th)
day of the month.

14.1.1

In taking action on the Contractor's Applications for Payment, the Architect shall be entitled to rely on the
accuracy and completeness of the information furnished by the Contractor and shall not be d e e m e d to represent that he has made audits of the supporting data exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections or that he
has made anv examination to ascertain how or for what purposes the Contractor has used the monevs previously paid on account of the Contract.

^

14.2

Final payment, constituting the entire unpaid balance of the Cost ot the Work and of the Contractor's Fee,
shall be paid by the Owner to the Contractor t h i r t y
( 30 )
davs a * t e r Substantial Completion of
the Work unless otherwise stipulated in the Certificate of Substantial Completion, provided the W o r k has been
completed the Contract fully performed, and final payment has been recommended by the Architect

14.3

Payments due and unpaid under the Contract Documents shall bear interest from the dale payment is due at
the rate entered below, or in the absence thereof, at the legal rate prevailing at the place of the Project.
(Here insert *nv rite ot interest aereed upon i

1.25% per month if after 5 days grace has elapsed. Payments can
be withheld by the owner on unsatisfactory work, materials etc.
at no interest until the unsatisfactory work has been corrected
at the expense of the Contractor.

Usur\ /gv\s in" requirement*, under the federal Truth m lendmc
Act <»miMf <t*te and loeii consumer credit fav*s mi other regulation*
Owner > and Contractor « principal t>ute+ oi bu*me+< the location ot thr Prince I and elsewhere m*\ ifleci the \*lidtt\
of this pro\isiO"
Iccal ad\icc * r V u M he nhtamrd with mpcrt
in rlctetmn
modidcitinn
nr otnrr renu *rments such j$ written disclosure* or \\Ai\cr*

it the
^oecidc

ARTICLE 15
TERMINATION

OF

CONTRACT

15.1

The Contract may be terminated by the Contractor as provided in the Contract Documents

15.2

It the O w n e r terminates the Contract as provided in the Contract Documents, he shall reimburse the C o n tractor for any unpaid Cost of the W o r k d u e him under Article 5. plus (1) the unpaid balance of the Fee c o m puted u p o n the Cost of the W o r k to the date of termination at the rate ot the percentage named in Article 6,
or (2) if the Contractor's Fee be stated as a fixed sum, such an amount as will increase the payments on
account ot his Fee to a sum w h i c h bears the same ratio to the said fixed sum as the Cost of the W o r k at the
time of termination bears to the adjusted Guaranteed M a x i m u m Cost if any, otherwise to a reasonable estimated Cost of the Work w h e n c o m p l e t e d The O w n e r shall also pay to the Contractor fair c o m p e n s a t i o n ,
either by purchase or rental at the election of the O w n e r , for any equipment retained In case oi such t e r m i nation of the Contract the O w n e r shall further assume and become liable for obligations, c o m m i t m e n t s and
unsettled claims that the Contractor has previously undertaken or incurred m good faith in c o n n e c t i o n w i t h
said W o r k The Contractor shall, as a c o n d i t i o n of receiving the pavments referred to in this Article 15 execute
and deliver all such papers and take all such steps, including the legal assignment of his contractual rights, as
the O w n e r may require for the purpose of fully vesting in himself the rights and benefits of the Contractor
under such obligations or c o m m i t m e n t s

Owner may terminate this contract at any time and will provide
compensation only for cost of materials and labor due for work
completed to date of termination, there will be no termination
penalties.
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ARTICLE 16
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
16.1

Terms used en this Agreement which are defined in the Contract Documents shall have the meanings designated in those Contract Documents.

16.2

The Contract Documents, which constitute the entire agreement between the Owner and the Contractor, are
listed in Article 1 and, except for Modifications issued after execution of this Agreement, are enumerated as
follows:
(Itsf below the Agreement, the Conditions of the Contract, {General. Supplement*/*. ana other Conditions}, the Drivings,
any Addend* and accepted alternates, showing page or sheet numbers m all cases and dates where
applicable)

the Specifications. and

AIA Document Alll - Standard Agreement
Architectural, Structural, Mechanical St Electrical drawings and
specifications.

This Agreement entered into as of the day and year first written above.
OWNER

CONTRACTOR

S t . Joseph High School
Roci^n C a t h o l i c Diocese

J a c o b s e n , Morrin,
* y /y, / /

Robbms
,
_ y^

j w t

/
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Product Data, Shop Drawings, Samples and ...2.2.14,4.2.1,4.12
Progress and Completion
.2.2.3, 7.9.3, 8.2
Progress Payments
7.8, 7.9.3,9.5.5, 9.8.2,9.9.3,12.1.4
Progress Schedule
4.10
Project, Definition of
1.1.4
Project Representative
2.2.17
Property Insurance
11.3
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
10
Regulations and Laws
1.3,2.1.1,4.6,4.7,4.13,7.1,10.2.2,14
Rejection of Work
2.2.13, 4.5.1,13.2
Releases of Waivers and Liens
9.9.2,9.9.4
Representations
1.2.2, 4.5,4.12.5, 9.4.2, 9.6.1, 9.9.1
Representatives
2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.17,
2.2.18,3.1,4.1,4.9,5.1,9.3.3
Responsibility for Those Performing the Work
2.2.4, 4.3.2,
6.1.3,6.2,9.8.1
Retainage
9.3.1,9.5.2.9.8.2,9.9.2,9.9.3
Review of Contract Documents
by the Contractor
1.2.2, 4.2,4.7.3
Reviews of Contractor's Submittals by
Owner and Architect
2.2.14, 4.10, 4.12, 5.2.1, 5.2.3, 9.2
Rights and Remedies
1.1.2,2.2.12,2.2.13,3.3,3.4,5.3,6.1,
6.3, 7.6, 7.9, 8.3.1, 9.6.1, 9.7,10.3,12.1.2,12.2,13.2.2,14
Royalties and Patents
4.17
Safety of Persons and Property
10.2
Safety Precautions and Programs
22 A, 10.1
Samples, Definition of
4.12.3
Samples, Shop Drawings, Product Data and
2.2.14, 4.2, 4.12
Samples at the Site, Documents and
4.11

Schedule of Values

9.2

Schedule, Progress
4.10
Separate Contracts and Contractors
4.14.2,6,11.3.6,13.1.2
Shop Drawings, Definition of
4.12.1
Shop Drawings, Product Data and Samples . . . 2.2.14, 4.2, 4.12
Site, Use of
4.13, 6.2.1
Site Visits, Architect's
2.2.3, 2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.17,
7.7.1,7.7.4, 9.4.2,9.6.1,9.9.1
Site Inspections
1.2.2,2.2.3, 2.2.16, 7J, 9.8.1, 9.9.1
Special Inspection and Testing
2.2.13, 7.7
Specifications
1.1.1,1.2.4,1.3
Statutes of Limitations
7.9.2, 13.2.2, 13.2.7
Stopping the Work
3.3, 9.7.1,10.3,14.1
Stored Materials
6.2.1,9.3.2,10.2.1.2,11.3.1,13.2.5

SUBCONTRACTORS
Subcontractors, Definition of
Subcontractors, Work by
Subcontractual Relations
Submittals

5
5.1
1.2.4,2.2.4,4.3.1,4.3.2
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1.3, 4.10, 4.12, 5.2.1, 5.2.3, 9.2,
9.3.1, 9.8.1, 9.9.2, 9.9.3
Subrogation, Waiver of
11.3.6
Substantial Completion
2.2.16, 8.1.1, 8.1.3, 8.2.2, 9.8,13.2.2
Substantial Completion, Definition of
8.1.3
Substitution of Subcontractors
5.2.3,5.2.4
Substitution of the Architect
2.2.19
Substitutions of Materials
4.5,12.1.4
Sub-subcontractors, Definition of
5.1.2
Subsurface Conditions
12.2.1
Successors and Assigns
7.2
Supervision and Construction Procedures .1.2.4,2.2.4, 4.3, 4.4,10
Superintendent, Contractor's
4.9,10.2.6
Surety, Consent of
9.92, 9.9.3
Surveys
3.2.2, 4.18.3

Taxes

4.6

Termination by the Contractor
14.1
Termination by the Owner
14.2
Termination of the Architect
2.2.19
TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT
14
Tests
2.2.13,4.3.3, 7 J, 9.4.2
Time
8
Time, Definition of
8.1
Time, Delays and Extensions of
8.3,12.1, 12.3, 13.2.7
Time Limits, Specific
2.2.8, 2.2.12, 3.2.1, 3.4,
4.10, 5.3, 6.2.2, 7.9.2, 8.2, 8.3.2, 8.3.3, 9.2, 9.3.1,
9.4.1, 95.1, 9.7,11.1.4,11.3.1,11.3.8, 11.3.9,
12.2, 12.3, 13.2.2, 13.2.5, 13.2.7, 14.1, 14.2.1

Title to Work

9.3.2, 9.3.3

UNCOVERING AND CORRECTION OF WORK
13
Uncovering of Work
13.1
Unforseen Conditions
8.3,12.2
Unit Prices
12.1.3,12.1.5
Use of Documents
1.1.1,1.3, 3.2.5, 5.3
Use of Site
4.13, 6.2.1
Values, Schedule of
9.2
Waiver of Claims by the Contractor . . . .7.6.2, 8.3.2, 9.9.5,11.3.6
Waiver of Claims by the Owner
7.6.2, 9.9.4,11.3.6,11.4.1
Waiver of Liens
9.9.2
Warranty and Warranties
2.2.16, 4.5, 9.3.3, 9.8.1, 9.9.4, 13.2.2
Weather Delays
8.3.1
Work, Definition of
1.1,3
Work by Owner or by Separate Contractors
6
Written Consent
2JZ.18,4.14.2, 7.2, 7.6.2, 9.8.1, 9.9.3, 9.9.4
Written interpretations
1.1.1,1.2.4, 2.2.8,12.3.2
Written Notice
2.2.8, 2.2.12, 3.4,4.2, 4.7.3, 4.7.4, 4.9, 4.12.6,
4.12.7, 4.17, 5.2.1, 73, 7.4, 7.7, 7.9.2, 8.1.2, 8.3.2, 8.3.3,
9.4.1, 9.6.1, 9.7, 9.9.1, 9.9.5, 10.2.6, 11.1.4, 11.3.1, 11.3.4,
11.3.5, 11.3.7, 11.3.8, 12.2, 12.3, 13.2.2, 13.2.5, 14
Written Orders
3.3,4.9,12.1.4,12.4.1,13.1
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT FOR CONSTRUCIION

ARTICLE 1
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
1.1

DEFINITIONS

1.1.1

THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

The Contract Documents consist of the Owner-Contractor Agreement, the Conditions ot the Contract (General,
Supplementary and other Conditions), the Drawings, the
Specifications, and all Addenda issued prior to and all
Modifications issued after execution of the Contract A
M o d i f i c a t i o n is (1) a written amendment to the Contract
signed by both parties, (2) a Change Order, (3) a w r i t t e n
interpretation issued by the Architect pursuant to Subparagraph 2 2 8, or (4) a written order for a minor change
in the W o r k issued by the Architect pursuant to Paragraph
12 3 The Contract Documents do not include Bidding
Documents such as the Advertisement or Invitation to
Bid the Instructions to Bidders sample torms the Contractors Bid or portions ot Addenda relating to any ot
these or anv other documents unless specifically enumerated in the Owner-Contractor Agreement
1.1.2

THE CONTRACT

The Contract Documents form the Contract tor Construction This Contract represents the entire and integrated
agreement between the parties hereto and supersedes all
prior negotiations, representations or agreements either
written or oral The Contract may be amended or modified
o n k bv a Modification as defined in Subparagraph 1 1 1
The Contract Documents shall not be construed to create
anv contractual relationship ot an\ kind between the Architect and the Contractor but the Architect shall be
entitled to performance or obligations intended tor his
benefit and to enforcement thereof Nothing contained
m the Contract Documents shall create an\ contractual
relationship between the Owner or the Architect and anv
Subcontractor or Sub subcontractor
1.1.3

THE PROJECT

The Project is the total construction ot w h i c h the W o r k
performed under the Contract Documents may be the
whole or a part
1.2

1.2.3 The intent ot the Contract Documents is to include
all items necessary tor the proper execution and c o m p l e tion of the Work The Contract Documents are c o m p l e mentary, and what is required by any one shall be as
b i n d i n g as if required by all Work not covered in the C o n tract Documents will not be required unless it is consistent
therewith and is reasonably inferable therefrom as being
necessary to produce the intended results W o r d s and abbreviations which have well-known technical or trade
meanings are used in the Contract Documents in accordance w i t h such recognized meanings
1.2.4 The organization ot the Specifications into divisions,
sections and articles and the arrangement of Drawings
shall not control the Contractor in dividing the W o r k
among Subcontractors or m establishing the extent ot
W o r k to be performed by anv trade
1.3

OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DOCUMENTS

1.3.1 All Drawings Specifications and copies thereof
furnished by the Architect are and shall remain his propertv They are to be used onlv with respect to this Project
and are not to be used on any other project W i t h the
exception ot one contract set tor each party to the Contract such documents are to be returned or suitably
accounted tor to the Architect on request at the completion ot the Work Submission or distribution to meet orricidl regulatorv reouirement- or for other purposes in
connection with the Project is not to be construed as
puohcation in d e r o s i ' i o n o ne Architect s c o m m o n law
copvright or other reserved r shts

ARTICLE 2
ARCHITECT

THE WORK

The Work comprises the completed construction required
bv the Contract Documents and includes ail labor necessarv *o produce such construction and all materials and
equipment incorporated or to be incorporated in ^uch
construction
1.1.4

1.2.2 By executing the Contract, the Contractor represents
that he has visited the site, familiarized himself w i t h the
local conditions under which the W o r k is to be perf o r m e d , and correlated his observations w i t h the requirements of the Contract Documents

EXECUTION, CORRELATION AND INTENT

1.2.1 The Contract Document* shall be signed in not less
than triplicate bv the Owner and Contractor It either the
O w n e r or the Contractor or both do not sign the Conditions of the Contract Drawings Specifications or anv of
the other Contract Documents the Architect shall ident i c such Documents

2.1

DEFINITION

2.1 1 The Architect s the oerson lawfullv licensed to
practice architecture or ^
entitv Idwrullv practicing
architecture identified as sucn in the Owner-Contractor
Agreement and is referred to throughout the Contract
Documents as if singular in number and masculine in
gender The term Architect means the Architect or his
authorized representative
2.2

ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT

2.2.1 The Architect will provide administration
Contract as hereinafter desc r ioed

or

the

2.2.2 The Architect will be the O w n e r s representative
during construction and until final payment is due The
Architect will advice and consult with the O w n e r The
O w n e r s instructions to the Contractor shall be forwarded

through the Architect. The Architect will have authority
to act on behalf of the Owner only to the extent provided
in the Contract Documents, unless otherwise modified
by written instrument in accordance with Subparagraph
2.2.18.
2.2.3 The Architect will visit the site at intervals appropriate to the stage of construction to familiarize himself
generally with the progress and quality of the Work and
to determine in general if the Work is proceeding in accordance with the Contract Documents However, the
Architect will not be required to make exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or quantity of the Work. On the basis of his on-site observations
as an architect, he will keep the Owner informed of the
progress of the Work, and will endeavor to guard the
Owner against defects and deficiencies in the Work of the
Contractor.
2.2.4 The Architect will not be responsible for and will
not have control or charge of construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures, or for safety
precautions and programs in connection with the Work,
and he will not be responsible for the Contractor's failure
to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents The Architect will not be responsible for or
have control or charge over the acts or omissions of the
Contractor, Subcontractors, or any of their agents or employees, or any other persons performing any of the
Work
2.2.5 The Architect shall at all times
Work wherever it is in preparation
Contractor shall provide facilities for
Architect may perform his functions
Documents.

have access to the
and progress The
such access so the
under the Contract

2.2.6 Based on the Architect's observations and an evaluation of the Contractor s Applications for Payment the
Architect will determine the amounts owing to the Contractor and will issue Certificates for Payment in such
amounts, as provided in Paragraph 9 4
2.2.7 The Architect will be the interpreter or the requirements of the Contract Documents and the judge ot the
performance thereunder by both the Owner and Contractor
2.2.8 The Architect will render interpretations necessary
for the proper execution or progress of the Work with
reasonable promptness and m accordance with any time
limit agreed upon Either party to the Contract mav make
written request to the Architect tor such interpretations
2.2.9 Claims, disputes and other matters in question between the Contractor and the Owner relating to the execution or progress of the Work or the interpretation ot the
Contract Documents shall be referred initially to the
Architect for decision which he will render in writing
within a reasonable time
2.2.10 All interpretations and decisions of the Architect
shall be consistent with the intent of and reasonably inferable from the Contract Documents and will be in writing or in the form of drawings In his capacity as interpreter and judge, he will endeavor to secure faithful performance by both the Owner and the Contractor, will not
AIA DOCUMENT A201 • GENERAL CONDITIONS OF

show partiality to either, and will not be liable for the
result of any interpretation or decision rendered in good
faith in such capacity.
2.2.11 The Architect's decisions in matters relating to
artistic effect will be final if consistent with the intent of
the Contract Documents.
2.2.12 Any claim, dispute or other matter in question
between the Contractor and the Owner referred to the
Architect, except those relating to artistic effect as provided in Subparagraph 2.2 11 and except those which have
been waived by the making or acceptance of final payment as provided in Subparagraphs 9 9 4 and 9 9 5, shall
be subject to arbitration upon the wn ten demand of either party However, no demand for arbitration of any such
claim, dispute or other matter may be made until the
earlier of (1) the date on which the Architect has rendered
a written decision, or (2) the tenth day after the parties
have presented their evidence to the Architect or have
been given a reasonable opportunity to do so, if the
Architect has not rendered his written decision by that
date. When such a written decision of the Architect states
(1) that the decision is final but subject to appeal, and
(2) that any demand for arbitration of a claim, dispute or
other matter covered by such decision must be made
within thirty days after the date on which the party making the demand receives the written decision, failure to
demand arbitration within said thirty days' period will result in the Architect's decision becoming final and binding
upon the Owner and the Contractor If the Architect
renders a decision after arbitration proceedings have been
initiated, such decision may be entered as evidence but
will not supersede any arbitration proceedings unless the
decision is acceptable to all parties concerned
2.2.13 The Architect will have authority to reject Work
which does not conform to the Contract Documents.
Whenever in his opinion he considers it necessary or
advisable for the implementation of the intent of the
Contract Documents he will have authority to require
special inspection or testing or the Work in accordance
with Subparagraph 7 7 2 whether or not such Work be
then fabricated installed or completed However neither
the Architects authority to act under this Subparagraph
2 2 13 nor any decision made by him in good faith either
to exercise or not to exercise such authority, shall give
rise to anv duty or responsibility of the Architect to the
Contractor anv Subcontractor, any ot their agents or
emplo\ee<; or anv other person performing anv of the
Work
2.2.14 The Architect will review and approve or take
other appropriate action upon Contractor's submittals
such as Shop Drawings Product Data and Samples but
only for conformance with the design concept of the
Work and with the information given in the Contract
Document^ Such action shall be taken with reasonable
promptness so as to cause no delay The Architect's approval of a specific item shall not indicate approval or
an assemblv of which the item is a component
2.2.15 The Architect will prepare Change Orders in accordance with Article 12 and will have authority to order
minor changes in the Work as provided in Subparagraph
1241
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2.2.16 fh( Architect will conduct inspections to dolor
mine the dates of Substantial Completion and tmal com
pletion w i l l receive and forward to the O w n e r for the
Owner s review written warranties and related documents
required by the Contract and assembled by the Contrac
tor and w i l l ibsue a hnal Certiticate for Payment upon
compliance w i t h the requirements of Paragraph 9 9
2.2.17 It the O w n e r and Architect agree the Architect
w i l l provide one or more Project Representatives to
assist the Architect in carrying out his responsibilities at
the site The duties responsibilities and limitations of
authority ot any such Project Representative shall be as
set forth in an exhibit to be incorporated in the Contract
Documents
2.2.18 The duties responsibilities and limitations of authority of the Architect as the O w n e r s representative during construction as set forth in the Contract Documents
w i l l not be modified or extended w i t h o u t w r i t t e n c o n sent of the Owner, the Contractor and the Architect
2.2.19 In case of the termination of the e m p l o y m e n t of
the Architect the Owner shall appoint an architect
against w h o m the Contractor makes no reasonable objection whose status under the Contract Documents shall be
that ot the former architect Any dispute in connection
w i t h such appointment shall be subject to arbitration

ARTICLE 3
OWNER
3.1

DEFINITION

3.1 1 The O w n e r is the person or entitv identified as such
in the Owner-Contractor Agreement and is reterred to
throughout the Contract Documents- as it singular in num
ber and masculine in gender The term O w n e r means f he
Owner or his authorized representative
3.2

INFORMATION AND SERVICES REQUIRED
OF THE OWNER

3.2 1 The O w n e r bhaii at ^ne request or the Contractor
at the time or execution or the Owner-Contractor Agreement turnish to the Contractor reasonable evidence that
he has made financial arrangements to tultill his obligations under the Contract Unless such reasonable evidence is furnished the Contractor is not required to
execute the Owner Contractor Agreement or f o commence the W o r k
3.2.2 The O w n e r shall turnish all ^urvevs describing the
phvsica! characteristics legal limitations and utility locations tor the site ot the Project and a legal description of
the site
3.2.3 Except as provided in Subparagraph 4 7 1
the
Owner shall secure and pav. tor necessarv approvals easements assessments and charges required tor the construe
tton use or occupancv ot permanent structures or tor permanent changes in existing facilities
3 2 4 Information or services under the O w n e r s control
shall be furnished bv the Owner w i t h reasonable p r o m p t ness to avoid delav in the orderlv progress of the W o r k

3.2.1 I'nUss other • isc provided in the Contract D o c u ments the Contractor w i l l be furnished ircQ of charge,
all copies ot Drawings and Specifications reasonably necessary tor the execution ot the W o r k
3.2.6 The Owner shall forward all instructions
Contractor through the Architect

to

the

3.2.7 The foregoing are in addition to other duties and
responsibilities of the O w n e r enumerated herein and
especially those in respect to W o r k by O w n e r or by
Separate Contractors Payments and C o m p l e t i o n , and Insurance in Articles 6 9 and 11 respectively
3.3

OWNER'S RIGHT TO STOP THE WORK

3.3.1 If the Contractor tails to correct defective W o r k as
required by Paragraph 13 2 or persistently fails to carry
out the Work in accordance w i t h the Contract D o c u ments, the Owner by a written order signed personally
or by an agent specifically so e m p o w e r e d by the Owner
in writing, may order the Contractor to stop the W o r k ,
or any portion thereof, until the cause for such order has
been eliminated, however, this right of the O w n e r to
stop the Work shall not give rise to any duty on the part
of the Owner to exercise this right for the benefit of the
Contractor or anv other person or entity except to the
extent required bv Subparagraph 6 1 3
3.4

OWNER'S RIGHT TO CARRY OUT THE WORK

3 4.1 If the Contractor defaults or neglects to carrv out
the Work in accordance w i t h the Contract D o c u m e n t and tails within seven da>s after receipt of written notice
from the Owner to commence and continue correction
ot such default or neglect w i t h diligence and promptness
the Owner mav after seven days f o l l o w i n g receipt bv the
Contractor of an additional written notice and w i t h o u t
prejudice to anv other remedv he may have make good
such der ciencie^ In such case an appropriate Change
Order snail be issued deducting from the payments then
or thereafter due ne Contractor the cost of correcting
such der c encies ncludmg compensation tor the Architect s u d d f ional -e ces made necessarv bv such default
neglect or failure SLch action bv the Owner and the
amount cnarged tc f he Contractor are both subject to the
prior approval or the Architect It the payments then or
thereafter due the Contractor are not sufficient to cover
such amount the Contractor shall pay the difference to
the Owner

ARTICLE 4
CONTRACTOR
4 1

DEFINITION

4.1.1 The Contractor is the person or entity identified as
such in the Owner Contractor Agreement and is referred
to throughout the Contract Documents as if singular in
number and masculine in gender The term Contractor
means the Contractor or his authorized representative
42

REVIEW OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

4.2.1 The Contractor shall carefully studv and compare
the Contract Documents and shall at once report to the
Architect anv error i n c o n s i s t e n t or omission he mav discover The Contractor shall not be liable to the Owner or

the Architect for any damage resulting from any such
errors, inconsistencies or omissions in the Contract D o c u ments. The Contractor shall perform no portion of the
W o r k at any time w i t h o u t Contract Documents or, where
required, approved Shop Drawings, Product Data or
Samples for such p o r t i o n of the W o r k .
4.3

SUPERVISION AND CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES

4.3/1 The Contractor shall supervise and direct the W o r k ,
using his best skill and attention. He shall be solely responsible for all construction means, methods, techniques, sequences and procedures and for coordinating
all portions of the W o r k under the Contract.
4.3.2 The Contractor shall be responsible to the O w n e r
for the acts and omissions of his employees, Subcontractors and their agents and employees, and other persons
performing any of the W o r k under a contract w i t h the
Contractor.
4.3.3 The Contractor shall not be relieved from his o b l i gations to perform the W o r k in accordance w i t h the
Contract Documents either by the activities or duties of
the Architect in his administration of the Contract, or by
inspections, tests or approvals required or performed under Paragraph 7J by persons other than the Contractor.
4.4

LABOR AND MATERIALS

4.4.1 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract D o c u ments, the Contractor shall provide and pay for all labor,
materials, equipment, tools, construction equipment and
machinery, water, heat, utilities, transportation, and other
facilities and services necessary for the proper execution
and completion of the W o r k , whether temporary or permanent and whether or not incorporated or to be incorporated in the W o r k .
4.4.2 The Contractor shall at all times enforce strict discipline and good order among his employees and shall not
employ on the W o r k any unfit person or anyone not
skilled in the task assigned to h i m .
4.5

WARRANTY

4.5.1 The Contractor warrants to the O w n e r and the
Architect that all materials and equipment furnished
under this Contract w i l l be new unless otherwise specified, and that all W o r k w i l l be of good quality, free from
faults and defects and in conformance w i t h the Contract
Documents All W o r k not conforming to these requirements, including substitutions not properly approved and
authorized may be considered defective It required by
the Architect, the Contractor shall furnish satisfactory evidence as to the kind and quality of materials and equipment This warranty is not limited by the provisions of
Paragraph 13 2

fees, licenses and inspections necessary for the proper
execution and completion of the Work w h i c h are customarily secured after execution of the Contract and w h i c h
are legally required at the time the bids are received.
4.7.2 The Contractor shall give all notices and c o m p l y
w i t h all laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and lawful orders of any public authority bearing on the performance
of the W o r k .
4.7.3 It is not the responsibility of the Contractor to
make certain that the Contract Documents are in accordance w i t h applicable laws, statutes, building codes and
regulations. If the Contractor observes that any of the
Contract Documents are at variance therewith in any respect, he shall promptly notify the Architect in w r i t i n g ,
and any necessary changes shall be accomplished by appropriate M o d i f i c a t i o n .
4.7.4 If the Contractor performs any Work k n o w i n g it to
be contrary to such laws, ordinances, rules and regulations, and w i t h o u t such notice to the Architect, he shall
assume full responsibility therefor and shall bear all costs
attributable thereto.
4.8

ALLOWANCES

4.8.1 The Contractor shall include in the Contract Sum
all allowances stated in the Contract Documents Items
covered by these allowances shall be supplied for such
amounts and by such persons as the Owner may direct,
but the Contractor w i l l not be required to employ persons
against w h o m he makes a reasonable objection
4.8.2 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract D o c u ments
.1 these allowances shall cover the cost to the Contractor, less any applicable trade discount, of the
materials and equipment required by the allowance
delivered at the site, and all applicable taxes,
.2 the Contractor's costs for unloading and handling
on the site, labor, installation costs, overhead, profit and other expenses contemplated tor the original
allowance shall be included in the Contract Sum and
not in the allowance,
.3 w h e n e \ e r the cost is more than or less than the
allowance, the Contract Sum shall be adjusted accordingly by Change Order, the amount of w h i c h
w i l l recognize changes if any, in handling costs on
the site, labor installation cost5: overhead, profit
and other expenses
4.9

SUPERINTENDENT

4.6.1 The Contractor shall pay all sales, consumer, use
and other similar taxes for the W o r k or portions thereof
provided by the Contractor w h i c h are legally enacted at
the time bids are received, whether or not yet effective

4.9.1 The Contractor shall emplov a competent superintendent and necessary assistants w h o shall be in attendance at the Project site during the progress of the W o r k
The superintendent shall represent the Contractor and all
communications given to the superintendent shall be as
b i n d i n g as if given to the Contractor Important c o m m u nications shall be confirmed in writing Other c o m m u n i cations shall be so confirmed on written request in each
case.

4.7

4.10

4.6

TAXES

PERMITS, FEES AND NOTICES

4.7.1 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract D o c u ments, the Contractor shall secure and pay for the b u i l d ing permit and for all other permits and governmental

PROGRESS SCHEDULE

4.10.1 The Contractor, immediately after being awarded
the Contract, shall prepare and submit for the Owner's
and Architect's information an estimated progress schedic r n M T o A/-T r n o r n v c T P ! r u n v . • THIPTFFN.TW
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ule lor the Work. The progress schedule shall be related
lo the entire Project to the extent required by the Contract Documents, and shall provide for expeditious and
practicable execution of the Work.
4.11

DOCUMENTS AND SAMPLES AT THE SITE

4.11.1 The Contractor bhall maintain at the site for the
Owner one record copy of all D r a w i n g s Specifications,
Addenda, Change Orders and other Modifications, in
good order and marked currently to record all changes
made during construction, and approved Shop Drawings,
Product Data and Samples. These shall be available to
the Architect and shall be delivered to him tor the O w n e r
upon completion of the W o r k .
4.12

SHOP DRAWINGS, PRODUCT DATA AND SAMPLES

4.12.1 Shop Drawings are drawings, diagrams, schedules
and other data specially prepared for the W o r k by the
Contractor or any Subcontractor, manufacturer, supplier
or distributor to illustrate some p o r t i o n of the W o r k .
4.12.2 Product Data are illustrations, standard schedules,
performance charts, instructions, brochures, diagrams and
other information furnished by the Contractor to illustrate
a material, product or system for some portion of the
Work.
4.12.3 Samples are physical examples which
materials, equipment or workmanship and
standards by w h i c h the W o r k w i l l be judged.

illustrate
establish

4.12.4 The Contractor shall review, a p p r o \ e and submit,
w i t h reasonable promptness and in such sequence as to
cause no delay \n the Work or in the w o r k of the O w n e r
or any separate contractor, ail Shop Drawings. Product
Data and Samples required by the Contract Documents.
4.12.5 Bv approving and submitting Shoo Drawings,
Product Data and Samples, the Contractor represents that
he has determined and verified aii materials, rseid measurements, and field construction criteria related thereto
or will do so. and that he has checked and coordinated
the information contained w i t h i n such submittals w i t h
the requirements oi the W o r k and or the Contract Documents.
4.12.6 The Contractor shall not be relieved of responsibilitv for any deviation from the requirements of the
Contract Documents by the Architect's approval oi Shop
Drawings. Product Data or Samples under Subparagraph
2.2.14 unless the Contractor has speciticalK nfo-med the
Architect in writing or such deviation at the time oi submission and the Architect has given written approval to
the specific deviation. The Contractor shall not be relieved
from responsibility for errors or omissions in the Shop
Drawings, Product Data or Samples by the Architect's
approval thereof.
4.12.7 The Contractor shall direct specific attention, in
writing or on resubmitted Shop Drawings, Product Data
or Samples to revisions other than those r eque-ted b\
the Architect on previous submittals.
4.12.8 No portion of the W o r k requiring submission of a
Shop Drawing, Product Data or Sample <ba\\ be commenced until the submittal has been a p p r o \ e d b\ the
Architect a* provided in Subparagraph 2 2 14. All such

portions of the Work shall be m accordance w i t h approved submittals.
4.13

USE OF SITE

4.13.1 The Contractor shall confine operations at the site
to areas permitted by law, ordinances, permits and the
Contract Documents and shall not unreasonably e n c u m ber the site with any materials or equipment.
4.14

CUTTING AND PATCHING OF WORK

4.14.1 The Contractor shall be responsible for all cutting,
lifting or patching that may be required to complete the
W o r k or to make its several parts tit together properly.
4.14.2 The Contractor shall not damage or endanger any
portion of the Work or the work oi the O w n e r or any
separate contractors by cutting, patching or otherwise
altering any work, or by excavation. The Contractor shall
not cut or otherwise alter the work of the O w n e r or any
separate contractor except w i t h the w r i t t e n consent of the
O w n e r and of such separate contractor. The Contractor
shall not unreasonably w i t h h o l d from the O w n e r or any
separate contractor his consent to cutting or otherwise
altering the Work.
4.15

CLEANING UP

4.15.1 The Contractor at all times shall keep the premises
free from accumulation of waste materials or rubbish
caused by his operations. At the completion of the W o r k
he shai! remove all his waste materials and rubbish from
and about the Project as well as all his tools, construction e c u i p m e n : machinery and surplus materials.
4.15.2 If the Contractor fails to clean up at the c o m p l e tion o: the VNork, the O w n e r mav do so as provided in
Paragraph 3.4 and the cost thereof shall be charged to the
Contractor.
4.16

COMMUNICATIONS

4.16.1 The Contractor shall forward all communications
to the Owner through the Architect.
4.17

ROYALTIES AND PATENTS

4.17.1 The Co-tractor shall pas all royalties and license
fees, he shai! cefend ail suits or claims for infringement
or am oatent -;ghts and shall sa'.e the O w n e r harmless
from loss on account thereof, except that the O w n e r shall
be responsible 'or ai! such loss when a particular design,
process or the product of a particular manufacturer or
manufacture^ - spec:* ed, but IT the Contractor has reason tc behese *hat the design, p-ocess or product s p e a r e d is an infringement or a paten:, he shall be responsible
ior sue- loss ur ess he promptK gives such information to
the Architect.
4.18

INDEMNIFICATION

4.18.1 To the rullest extent permitted by law, the C o n tractor >hal! i n a e m m n and hold harmless the O w n e r and
the Architect and their agents and employees from and
a^am-t all c!aim> damages, losses and expenses, including
bur not iimitec to attorneys' fees arising out of or resulting from the serrormance of the W o r k , provided that
anv such claim damage loss or expense (1) is attributable
to boc:l\ i n j u r \ sickness disease or death, or to injur\
to or destruc! on oi tangible property 'Other than the
W o r k ,t-elf inc'udin<; the loss of use resulting thererrom.

md (2) is caused in whole or in part by any negligent act
3r omission of the Contractor, any Subcontractor, anyone
directly or indirectly employed by any of them or anyone
or whose acts any of them may be liable, regardless of
whether or not it is caused in part by a party indemnified
lereunder. Such obligation shall not be construed to negate, abridge, or otherwise reduce any other right or obligation of indemnity which would otherwise exist as to any
oarty or person described in this Paragraph 4 1 8

5.2.2 The Contractor shall not contract with any such
proposed person or entity to whom the Owner or the
Architect has made reasonable objection under the provisions of Subparagraph 5 2 1 The Contractor shall not be
required to contract with anyone to whom he has a reasonable objection

1.18.2 In any and all claims against the Owner or the
Architect or any of their agents or employees by any
employee of the Contractor, any Subcontractor, anyone
directly or indirectly employed by any of them or anyone
for whose acts any of them may be liable, the indemnification obligation under this Paragraph 4.18 shall not be
limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or
type of damages, compensation or benefits payable by or
for the Contractor or any Subcontractor under workers'
Dr workmen's compensation acts, disability benefit acts or
Dther employee benefit acts

5.2.3 If the Owner or the Architect has reasonable objection to any such proposed person or entity, the Contractor shall submit a substitute to whom the Owner or the
Architect has no reasonable objection, and the Contract
Sum shall be increased or decreased by the difference in
cost occasioned by such substitution and an appropriate
Change Order shall be issued, however, no increase in
the Contract Sum shall be allowed for any such substitution unless the Contractor has acted promptly and responsively in submitting names as required by Subparagraph 5 2 1 .

1.18.3 The obligations of the Contractor under this Paragraph 4 1 8 shall not extend to the liability of the Architect, his agents or employees, arising out of (1) the preparation or approval of maps drawings, opinions, reports
surveys, change orders, designs or specifications, or (2)
the giving of or the failure to give directions or instructions by the Architect his agents or employees provided
such giving or failure to give is the primary cause of the
injury or damage

5.2.4 The Contractor shall make no substitution for any
Subcontractor, person or entity previously selected if the
Owner or Architect makes reasonable objection to such
substitution

ARTICLE 5
SUBCONTRACTORS
5.1

DEFINITION

5.1.1 A Subcontractor is a person or entity who has a direct contract with the Contractor to perform any of the
Work at the site The term Subcontractor is referred to
throughout the Contract Documents as if singular in number and masculine in gender and means a Subcontractor
or his authorized representative The term Subcontractor
does not include any separate contractor or his subcontractors
5.1.2 A Sub-subcontractor is a person or entity who has a
direct or indirect contract with a Subcontractor to perform any of the Work at the site The term Sub-subcontractor is referred to throughout the Contract Documents
as it singular in number and masculine in gender and
means a Sub-subcontractor or an authorized representative thereof
5.2

AWARD OF SUBCONTRACTS AND OTHER
CONTRACTS FOR PORTIONS OF THE WORK

5.2.1 Unless otherwise required by the Contract Documents or the Bidding Documents, the Contractor, as soon
as practicable after the award of the Contract, shall furnish to the Owner and the Architect in writing the names
of the persons or entities (including those who are to furnish materials or equipment fabricated to a special design)
proposed for each of the principal portions of the Work
The Architect will promptly reply to the Contractor in
writing stating whether or not the Owner or the Architect,
after due investigation has reasonable objection to any

such proposed person or entity Failure of the Owner or
Architect to reply promptly shall constitute notice of no
reasonable objection

5.3

SUBCONTRACTUAL RELATIONS

5.3.1 By an appropriate agreement, written where legally
required for validity, the Contractor shall require each
Subcontractor, to the extent of the Work to be performed by the Subcontractor to be bound to the Contractor by the terms of the Contract Documents, and to assume toward the Contractor all the obligations and responsibilities which the Contractor, by these Documents,
assumes toward the Owner and the Architect Said agreement shall preserve and protect the rights of the Owner
and the Architect under the Contract Documents with respect to the Work to be performed by the Subcontractor
so that the subcontracting thereof will not prejudice such
rights and shall allow to the Subcontractor unless specifically provided otherwise in the Contractor-Subcontractor
agreement the benetit or all rights remedies and redress
against the Contractor that the Contractor, by these Documents has against the Owner Where appropriate, the
Contractor shall require each Subcontractor to enter into
similar agreements with his Sub-subcontractors The Contractor shall make available to each proposed Subcontractor prior to the execution of the Subcontract, copies
or the Contract Documents to which the Subcontractor
will be bound by this Paragraph 5 3, and identify to the
Subcontractor any terms and conditions of the proposed
Subcontract which may be at variance with the Contract
Documents Each Subcontractor shall similarly make copies of such Documents available to his Sub-subcontractors

ARTICLE 6
WORK BY OWNER OR BY
SEPARATE CONTRACTORS
6.1

OWNER'S RIGHT TO PERFORM WORK AND
TO AWARD SEPARATE CONTRACTS

6.1.1 The Owner reser\es the right to perform work related to the Project with his own forces, and to award

separate contracts in connection w i t h other portions ot
the Project or other work on the site under these or similar
Conditions of the Contract. It the Contractor claims that
delay or additional cost is involved because of such
action by the O w n e r , he shall make such claim as provided elsewhere in the Contract Documents.

«ind charge the cost thereof to the contractors r e s p o n d •_' •
theretor as the Architect shall determine to be just.

ARTICLE 7
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

6.1.2 When separate contracts are awarded for different
portions of the Project or other w o r k on the site, the term
Contractor in the Contract Documents in each case shall
mean the Contractor w h o executes each separate OwnerContractor Agreement.
6.1.3 The O w n e r w i l l provide for the coordination of the
work of his o w n forces and of each separate contractor
with the W o r k of the Contractor, w h o shall cooperate
therewith as provided in Paragraph 6.2.
6.2

MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY

6.2.1 The Contractor shall afford the O w n e r and separate
contractors reasonable opportunity for the introduction
and storage of their materials and e q u i p m e n t and the
execution of their w o r k , and shall connect and coordinate
his Work w i t h theirs as required by the Contract Documents.
6.2.2 If any part of the Contractor's W o r k depends for
proper execution or results upon the w o r k of the Owner
or any separate contractor, the Contractor shall, prior to
proceeding w i t h the Work, p r o m p t l y report to the Architect any apparent discrepancies or defects in such other
work that render it unsuitable for such proper execution
and results. Failure of the Contractor so to report shall
constitute an acceptance oi the Owner's or separate contractors' w o r k as fit and proper to receive his W o r k , except as to defects which may subsequently become appare n t in such work by others.
6.2.3 Anv costs caused bv defective or ill-timed
^hali be borne bv the party responsible therefor.

work

6.2.4 Should the Contractor w r o n g f u l l y cause damage to
the work or property oi the O w n e r , or to other work on
the site, the Contractor shall p r o m p t l y remedy such damage as provided in Subparagraph 10.2.5.
6.2.5 Should the Contractor wrongfully cause damage to
the work or property oi anv separate contractor, the Contractor shail upon due notice p r o m p t l y attempt to settle
with such other contractor by agreement, or otherwise to
resolve the dispute. It such separate contractor sues or
initiates an arbitration proceeding against the O w n e r on
account of any damage alleged to have been caused by
the Contractor, the Owner shall notify the Contractor
who shall defend such proceedings at the Owner's expense, and \i any judgment or award against the O w n e r
arises therefrom the Contractor shall pay or satisfy it and
shail reimburse the Owner for all attorneys' fees and
court or arbitration costs which the O w n e r has incurred.
6.3

OWNER'S RIGHT TO CLEAN UP

6.3.1 If a dispute arises between the Contractor and separate contractors as to their responsibility for cleaning up
as required bv Paragraph 4.15. the O w n e r may clean up

7.1

GOVERNING LAW

7.1.1 "Ihe Contract shall be governed by the law ot the
place where the Project is iocated.
7.2

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS

7.2.1 The O w n e r and the Contractor each binds himselv
his partners, successors, assigns and legal representatives
to the otner party hereto and to the partners, successors.
assigns and legal representatives of such other party in respect to all covenants, agreements and obligations contained in the Contract Documents. Neither party to the
Contract shall assign the Contract or sublet it as a wncle
w i t h o u t the written consent oi the other, nor shall the
Contractor assign any moneys due or to become due TO
him hereunder, w i t h o u t the previous w r i t t e n consent c*
the Owner.
7.3

WRITTEN NOTICE

7.3.1 Written notice shall be deemed to have oeen du..
ser\ea ir delivered in person to the individual or merr.ee*
of tne firm or enuty or to an officer or the corporation ra*
w h o m it was intended, or i: delivered at or sent by reg sterea or certmed mail to the last business address k n o w
to hirn who gives the notice.
7.4

CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES

7.4.1 Shouid either party to the Contract surfer injury •:*
damage to person or propertv because or anv act or o^.'ssion of tne o t n e ' party or or anv or his e ^ p l e v e e s . ^ge^ts
or others for whose acts he is iegailv iiab.e. claim snail ce
mace in writing to such other part-, w i t h n a reasonac e
time arter the : r s: observance or such ;~_urv or a a ^ a a f
7.5

PERFORMANCE BOND AND LABOR AND
MATERIAL PAYMENT BOND

7.5.1 The Owner shall have the right to require the Contractor to rurnisn bonds covering the faithful oerformance
or the Contract and the pavment or all cessations a n s : - :
the'eunder ;i 2rc as requ.-ed in the 3;c:: r.z Document:
or m the Contract Documents.
7.6

RIGHTS AND REMEDIES

7.6.1 The duties and obligations imposed bv the Contract
Documents and the rights and remedies available the'eunder shall be in addition to and not a limitation of a " .
duties, obligations, rights and remedies otherwise imposed or available by law,
7.6.2 No action or failure to act bv the Ownc-h Arch;te:t
or Contractor shall constitute a waiver or anv Mght or c-f.
ahorded ^n\ or them under the Contract, r.or shall a."-,
such action or railure to act constitute an arorovai o ; a*
acquiescence in anv breach thereurder. except as mav re
<pecitical!\ agreed in w n t n s .

TESTS
.1 If the Contract Documents, laws, ordinances, rules,
,ulations or orders ot any public authority having juristion require any portion of the W o r k to be inspected,
ted or approved, the Contractor shall give the Architect
tely notice of its readiness so the Architect may observe
:h inspection, testing or approval The Contractor shall
ar all costs of such inspections tests or approvals c o n cted by public authorities Unless otherwise p r o v i d e d ,
1
O w n e r shall bear all costs or other inspections, tests
approvals
.2 If the Architect determines that any W o r k requires
?cial inspection, testing, or approval w h i c h Subparaiph 7 7 1 does not include, he w i l l , u p o n w r i t t e n aux i z a t i o n from the O w n e r , instruct the Contractor to
jer such special inspection, testing or approval, and the
infractor shall give notice as provided in Subparagraph
r
1 If such special inspection or testing reveals a failure
the W o r k to c o m p l v w i t h the requirements of the C o n ct Documents, the Contractor shall bear all costs thereincluding compensation for the Architect's additional
vices made necessary by such failure, otherwise the
vner shall bear such costs, and an appropriate Change
der shall be issued
7

.3 Required certificates ot inspection, testing or apoval shall be secured by the Contractor and p r o m p t l y
hvered by him to the Architect

required if complete relief is to be accorded in the arbitration No person other than the O w n e r or Contractor
shall be included as an original third party or additional
third party to an arbitration whose interest or responsibility is insubstantial Any consent to arbitration involving
an additional person or persons shall not constitute consent to arbitration of any dispute not described therein or
w i t h any person not named or described therein The
foregoing agreement to arbitrate and any other agreement
to arbitrate with an additional person or persons duly
consented to by the parties to the Owner-Contractor
Agreement shall be specifically enforceable under the
prevailing arbitration law. The award rendered by the
arbitrators shall be final, and judgment may be entered
upon it in accordance w i t h applicable law in any court
having jurisdiction thereof.
7.9.2 Notice oi the demand for arbitration shall be filed
in w r i t i n g w i t h the other party to the Owner-Contractor
Agreement and w i t h the American Arbitration Associat i o n , and a copy shall be filed w i t h the Architect. The
demand for arbitration shall be made w i t h i n the time
limits specified in Subparagraph 2.2.12 where applicable,
and in all other cases w i t h i n a reasonable time after the
claim dispute or other matter in question has arisen, and
in no e^ent shall it be made after the date w h e n institution ot legal or equitable proceedings based on such
claim, dispute or other matter in q u e c t i o n w o u l d be
barred bv the applicable statute of limitations

7

A It the Architect is to obser\e the inspections tests
approvals required by the Contract Documents he w i l l
) so promptly and where practicable, at the source of
pply
3

INTEREST

3.1 Pa\ments due and unpa.d under the Contract
Dcuments shall bear interest r o m the date payment is
le at such rate as the parties max agree u p o n in w r i t i n g
, in the absence thereof at the legal rate prevailing at
e place ot the Project
9

ARBITRATION

9.1 All claims disputes and otner matters in question
>tween the Contractor and the Owner arising out of, or
lating to the Contract Documents or the breach thereexcept as provided in Subparagraph 2 2 11 w i t h reect to the Architect s decisions on matters relating to
tistic eftect and except tor claims w h i c h have been
aived bv the making or acceptance ot final payment as
ovided bv Subparagraphs 9 ^ - and 9 9 5 shall be deded bv arbitration in accordance w i t h the Construction
dustr> Arbitration Rules or the American Arbitration
ssociation then obtaining unless the parties mutually
>ree otherwise No arbitration arising out o t or relating
» the Contract Documents shall include, by consolida3n, joinder or in any other manner, the A r c h i t e c t , his
nployees or consultants except b> written consent coninmg a specific reference to the O w n e r - C o n t r a c t o r
greement and signed bv the Architect the O w n e r , the
ontractor and anv other person nought to be j o i n e d No
bitration shall include bv consolidation j o i n d e r or in
w other manner parties other than the O w n e r the
ontractor and anv other persons substantially involved
i a c o m m o n question of tact or law whose presence is
* . . r^^-i UCV.T n n i . r r v r P M r r ) N n m o \ s OF

7.9.3 Unless otherwise agreed in w r i t i n g the Contractor
shall carry on the W o r k and maintain its progress during
any arbitration proceedings and the O w n e r shall continue to make payments to the Contractcr in accordance
w i t h the Contract Documents
ARTICLE 8
TIME
8.1
DEFINITIONS
8.1.1 Unless otherwise provided, the Contract Time is the
period ot time allotted in the Contract Documents for
Substantial Completion ot the W o r k as defined in Subparagraph 8 1 3 including authorized adjustments thereto
8.1.2 The date of commencement of the W o r k is the date
established in a notice to proceed If there is no notice to
proceed it shall be the date of the Owner-Contractor
Agreement or such other date as mav be established
therein
8.1.3 The Date of Substantial Compfetior of the W o r k or
designated portion thereof is the Date certified by the
Architect when construction is sufficiently complete, in
accordance with the Contract Documents, so the O w n e r
can occupy or utilize the Work or designated portion
thereof for the use for which it is intended
8.1.4 The term dav. as used in the Coniract Documents
shall mean calendar dav unless otherwise specifically
designated
8.2

PROGRESS AND COMPLETION

8.2.1 All time limits stated in the Contract Documents are
of the essence or the Contract
T C O \ T R \ r r FOR COWTRl C'lON • '"fRTEFSTH ^
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8.2.2 I he Contr.K lor shall begin (he Work on the date ol
commencement as defined in Subparagraph 8.1.2. He
shall carry the W o r k forward expeditiously with adequate
forces and shall achieve • Substantial Completion w i t h i n
the Contract Time.
8.3

DELAYS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME

8.3.1 It the Contractor is delayed at any time in the progress ot the W o r k by any act or neglect of the O w n e r or
the Architect, or by any employee of either, or by any
separate contractor employed by the Owner, or by
changes ordered in the W o r k , or by labor disputes, fire,
unusual delay in transportation, adverse weather c o n d i tions not reasonably anticipatable, unavoidable casualties,
or any causes beyond the Contractor's control, or by delay authorized by the O w n e r pending arbitration, or by
any other cause which the Architect determines may
justify the delay, then the Contract Time shall be extended by Change Order for such reasonable time as the
Architect may determine.
8.3.2 Any claim for extension of time shall be made in
writing to the Architect not more than twenty days after
the commencement of the delay;, otherwise it shall be
waived. In the case of a continuing delay only one claim
is necessary. The Contractor shall provide an estimate of
the probable effect of such delay on the progress of the
Work.
8.3.3 If no agreement is made stating the dates upon
which interpretations as provided in Subparagraph 2.2.8
shall be furnished, then no claim for delay shall be allowed on account of failure to furnish such interpretations until fifteen days after written request is made for
them, and not then unless such claim is reasonable.
8.3.4 This Paragraph 8.3 does not exclude the recovery
of damages for delay bv either partv under other provisions or the Contract Documents.
ARTICLE 9
PAYMENTS A N D C O M P L E T I O N
9.1

CONTRACT SUM

9.1.1 The Contract Sum is stated in the Owner-Contractor
Agreement and, including authorized adjustments thereto,
is the total amount pavable bv the O w n e r to the Contractor ior the performance oi the W o r k under the Contract
Documents.
9.2

SCHEDULE OF VALUES

9.2.1 Before the first Application for Payment, the Contractor shall submit to the Architect a schedule of values
allocated to the various portions oi the Work, prepared in
such form and supported bv such data to substantiate its
accuracy as the Architect may require. This schedule, unless objected to bv the Architect, shall be used onlv as a
basis tor the Contractor's Applications for Payment.
9.3

APPLICATIONS FOR PAYMENT

9.3.1 At least ten days before the date for each progress
payment established in the Owner-Contractor Agreement,
the Contractor shall submit to the Architect an itemized
Application for Payment, notarized if required, supported

by sud)
ment as
flecting
Contract

data substantiating the Contractor's right to paythe O w n e r or the Architect may require, and reretainage, if any, as provided elsewhere in the
Documents.

9.3.2 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract D o c u ments, payments w i l l be made on account of materials or
equipment not incorporated in the Work but delivered
and suitably stored at the site and, if approved in advance by the Owner, payments may similarly be made
for materials or equipment suitably stored at some other
location agreed upon in writing. Payments for materials
or equipment stored on or oft the site shall be conditioned upon submission by the Contractor of bills oi
sale or such other procedures satisfactory to the O w n e r
to establish the Owner's title to such materials or equipment or otherwise protect the Owner's interest, including
applicable insurance and transportation to the site ior
those materials and equipment stored off the site.
9.3.3 The Contractor warrants that title to all W o r k ,
materials and equipment covered by an Application for
Payment w i l l pass to the Owner either by incorporation in
the construction or upon the receipt of payment by the
Contractor, whichever occurs first, free and clear cf all
liens, claims, security interests or encumbrances, hereinafter referred to in this Article 9 as " l i e n s " ; and that no
Work, materials or equipment covered by an Application
ior Payment w i l l have been acquired by the Contractor,
or bv any other person performing Work at the site or
furnishing materials and equipment ior the Project, subject to an agreement under which an interest therein or
an encumbrance thereon is retained by the seller or otherwise imposed by the Contractor or such other person.
9.4

CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT

9.4.1 The Architect w i l l , within seven days after the receipt of the Contractor's Application for Payment, either
issue a Certificate ior Payment to the Owner, w i t h a
cop\ to the Contractor, for such amount as the Architect
determines is properly due. or notify the Contractor \r,
writing his reasons for withholding a Certificate as provided in Subparagraph 9.6.1.
9.4.2 The issuance of a Certificate for Payment will constitute a representation bv the Architect to the Owner
based on his observations at the site as provided in Subparagraph 2.2.3 and the data comprising the Application
tor Payment that the Work has progressed to the pointindicated: that, to the best or his knowledge, information
and belief, the quality OT the W o r k is in accordance w i t h
the Contract Documents subject to an evaluation oi the
Work for conformance with the Contract Documents
upon Substantial Completion, to the results of any subsequent tests required by or performed under the Contract
Documents, to minor deviations from the Contract Docum e n t correctable prior to completion, and to any specific
qua;:hcatiors stated in his Certificate): and that the Contractor is entitled to p a \ m e n : in the amount certified.
However. b\ is<uing a Certificate for Payment, the Architect shall not thereby be deemed to represent that he has
made exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to
check the quaiitv or quantitv or the Work or that he has
reviewed the construction means, methods, techniques

juenccs or procedures. <H (hat he has n u d e any cxamUon to ascertain h o w or tor vvh.it purpose the ( ontrac has used the moneys previously paid on account ot
» Contract Sum.

.4 re.iMin.ible e v i d e n t th.it the Work cannot be c o m pleted for l\)v unpaid balance of the Contract Sum,
.5 damage to the O w n e r or another contractor,
.6 reasonable evidence that the W o r k w i l l not be c o m pleted within the Contract Time, or
,7 persistent failure to carry out the W o r k in accordance with the C ontrac t Documents.

PROGRESS PAYMENTS
.1 After the Architect has issued a Certificate for Pay?nt. the Owner shall make payment in the manner and
thin the time provided in the Contract Documents.
1.2 The Contractor shall p r o m p t l y pay each Subconctor, upon receipt of payment from the O w n e r , out ot
•? amount paid to the Contractor on account of such
bcontractor's W o r k , the amount to w h i c h said Subconictor is entitled, reflecting the percentage actually rened. if any, from payments to the Contractor on acunt of such Subcontractor's Work. The Contractor shall,
an appropriate agreement w i t h each Subcontractor, reiire each Subcontractor to make payments to his Subbcontractors in similar manner.
>.3 The Architect may, on request and at his discretion,
rnish to any Subcontractor, if practicable, information
garding the percentages of completion or the amounts
•plied for by the Contractor and the action taken there1 by the Architect on account oi W o r k done by such
ibcontractor.
5.4 Neither the O w n e r nor the Architect shall have any
^ligation to pay or to see to the payment of any moneys
an\ Subcontractor except as mav otherwise be required
. !a\\.
5.5 No Certificate for a progress pavment. nor any
-ogress payment, nor any partial or entire use or occuancy oi the Project by the O w n e r , shall constitute an
rceotance o* anv Work not in accordance w i t h the Conac; Document-.
,6

PAYMENTS WITHHELD

6.1 The Architect mav decline to certify pavment and
^ \ w i t h h o l d His Certificate in whole or in part, to the
\:en: neces?a*v reasonablv to protect the Owner, it in
5 opinion he is unable to make representations to the
)wne r as provided in Subparagraph 9.4.2. If the Architect
unable to make representation? to the O w n e r as proiced :n Subparagraph 9.4.2 and to certify pavment in the
mount of the Application, he wilt notify the Contractor
- c c w d e c : - Subparagraph 9.4.1. If the Contractor and
~e Architect cannot a(j,ree on a revised amount, the
architect will promptly issue a Certificate for Payment
or the amount for w h i c h he is able to make such repesentations to the Owner. The Architect may also decline
o certify pa\ment or, because of subsequently discovred evidence or subsequent observations, he may nullify
ho whole or any part of any Certificate for Pavment
^-e.iousK issued, to such extent as mav be necessary in
>•- opinion to protect the O w n e r from loss because of:
.1 defective work not remedied,

9.6.2 W h e n the above grounds in Subparagraph 9.G.I arc
removed payment shall be made tor amounts w i t h h e l d
because of them.
9.7

FAILURE OF PAYMENT

9.7.1 If the Architect does not issue a Certificate for
Pavment, through no fault oi the Contractor, w i t h i n seven
days after receipt of the Contractor's Application for Payment, or if the O w n e r does not pay the Contractor w i t h i n
seven days after the date established in the Contract
Documents any amount certified by the Architect or
awarded by arbitration, then the Contractor may, upon
seven additional days' written notice to the O w n e r and
the Architect, stop the W o r k until payment oi the amount
o w i n g has been received. The Contract Sum shall be i n creased by the amount of the Contractor's reasonable
costs of shut-down, delay and start-up, which shall be effected bv appropriate Change Order in accordance w i t h
Paragraph 12.3.
9.8

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION

9.8.1 W h e n the Contractor considers that the W o r k , or
a designated portion thereof which is acceptable to the
Owner, is substantially complete as defined in Subparagraph 8.1.3. the Contractor shall prepare for submission
*o the Architect a list oi items to be completed or corrected. The failure to include any items on such list does
not alter the responsibility of the Contractor to complete
all W o r k in accordance with the Contract Documents.
When the Architect on the basis of an inspection determines that the Work or designated portion thereof is subs t a n t i a l complete, he w i l l men prepare a Certificate of
Substantia! Completion which shall establish the Date of
Substantial Completion sha'' state the responsibilities ot
*he O w n e r a-d the Contract;?- tor secu-itv. maintenance,
"eat. utilities damage to the W o r k , and insurance, and
shall fix the time w i t h i n whicn the Contractor shall c o m plete the items listed therein. Warranties required bv the
Contract Documents shall commence on the Date oi Substantial Completion of the W o r k or designated portion
•hereof uniess otherwise pro. :ded in the Certificate of
Substantia! Completion. The Certificate oi Substantial
Completion shaii be submitted to the O w n e r and the
Contractor for their written acceptance of the responsibilities assigned to them in such Certificate.
9.8.2 U p o n Substantial C o m p l e t i o n of the W o r k or designated portion thereof and upon application by the Contractor and certification bv the Architect, the O w n e r shall
make pavment. reflecting adjustment in retainage, if anv.
•''•'T such Work or portion t h c e o f . as provided in the Cont a c t Documents.

.2 third party claims filed or reasonable evidence indicating probable filing of such claims,

9.9

.3 \ i i l u r e of the Contractor to make payments prope r !\ to Subcontractors or ior labor, materials or
orjuipnvnt.

9.9.1 Upon receipt of written notice that the W o r k is
readv for final inspection and acceptance and upon receipt of a. :\na\ Application fo- Pavment the Architect w i l l

FINAL COMPLETION AND FINAL PAVMENT

promptly make such inspection and, when he finds the
W o r k acceptable under the Contract Documents and the
Contract fully performed, he w i l l promptly issue a final
Certificate for Payment stating that to the best of his
knowledge, information and belief, and on the basis of
his observations and inspections, the Work has been c o m pleted in accordance w i t h the terms and conditions of the
Contract Documents and that the entire balance found to
be due the Contractor, and noted in said final Certificate,
is due and payable The Architect's final Certificate for
Payment w i l l constitute a further representation that the
conditions precedent to the Contractor s being entitled to
final payment as set forth in Subparagraph 9 9 2 have been
fulfilled.

9.9.5 The acceptance of final payment shall constitute a
waiver of all claims by the Contractor except those previously made in w r i t i n g and identified by the Contractor
as unsettled at the time of the final Application for Payment.
ARTICLE 1 0
P R O T E C T I O N O F PERSONS A N D
10.1

9.9.3 If, after Substantial C o m p l e t i o n of the W o r k , final
completion thereof is materially dela\ed through no fault
of the Contractor or by the issuance or Change Orders
affecting final c o m p l e t i o n , and the Architect so confirms,
the O w n e r shall upon application b\ the Contractor and
certification by the Architect and without terminating
the Contract make payment or the balance due ror that
portion ot the W o r k fully completed and accepted If the
remaining balance tor W o r k not fulK completed or corrected is less than the retainage stipulated in the Contract
Documents and if bonds have been furnished as provided
in Paragraph 7 5 the written consent ot the suretv to the
pavment of the balance due for thaf oort on or the W o r k
fully completed and accepted shall oe submitted bv the
Contractor to the Architect prior to cert ication or such
pavment Such payment shall be made under the terms
and conditions governing final pavment except that it
shall not constitute a waiver of claims
9.9.4 The making of final payment shall constitute a
waiver of all claims by the Ov\ner except those arising
from
.1 unsettled liens,
.2 faulty or detective W o r k appearing after Substantial
Completion,
.3 failure of the W o r k to complv with the requirements of the Contract Documents or
.4 terms of any special warranties required by the
Contract Documents
AIA n n n i U C W T
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ANO PROGRAMS

10.1.1 The Contractor shall be responsible for initiating,
maintaining and supervising ail safety precautions and
programs in connection w i t h the W o r k
10.2

9.9.2 Neither the final payment nor the remaining retained percentage shall become due until the Contractor
submits to the Architect (1) an affidavit that all payrolls,
bills for materials and e q u i p m e n t , and other indebtedness
connected w i t h the W o r k for w h i c h the O w n e r or his
property might in any way be responsible, have been paid
or otherwise satisfied, (2) consent of surety, if any, to final
payment and (3), if required by the Owner, other data
establishing payment or satisfaction of all such obligations, such as r eceipts, releases and waivers of liens arising out of the Contract, to the extent and in such form
as may be designated by the O w n e r lr any Subcontractor
refuses to furnish a release or waiver required by the
Owner, the Contractor may furnish a bond satisfactory to
the O w n e r to indemnify h i m against any such hen If
any such lien remains unsatisfied aTter all payments are
made, the Contractor shall refund to the Owner ail m o n eys that the latter may be compelled to pay in discharging
such lien, including all costs and reasonable attorneys'
fees

PROPERTY

SAFETY OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY

10.2.1 The Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions for the safety of, and shall provide all reasonable
protection to prevent damage, injury or loss to
.1 all employees on the Work and all other persons
w h o may be affected thereby,
.2 all the W o r k and all materials and equipment to
be incorporated therein, whether in storage on or
off the site, under the care, custody or control of
the Contractor or any of his Subcontractors or
Sub-subcontractors, and
.3 other property at the site or adjacent thereto, including trees, shrubs, lawns, walks, pavements,
roadways, structures and utilities not designated for
removal, relocation or replacement in the course
of construction
10.2.2 The Contractor shall give all notices and complv
w i t h all applicable laws, ordinances rules regulations and
lawful orders of any public authority, bearing on the safety
ot persons or property or their protection from damage,
injury or loss
10.2.3 The Contractor shall erect and maintain, as required bv existing conditions and progress oi the Work
all reasonable safeguards tor s a tetv and protection, including posting danger signs and other warnings against
hazards promulgating satetv regulations and notifying
owners and users of adjacent utilities
10.2.4 When the use or storage or explosives or other
hazardous materials or equipment is necessary for the
execution ot the Work the Contractor shall exercise the
utmost care and shall carr\ on such activities under the
supervision or p * o p e r \ quahned pe r -onnei
10.2.5 The C o n t a c t o r c ha!l promptlv remedv all damage
or loss (otner than damage or loss insured under Paragraph 11 3 to anv propertv, referred to in Clauses 1 0 2 1 2
and 1 0 2 1 3 caused in w h o l e or in part by the Contractor
any Subcontractor anv Sub-subcontractor, or anvone d i rectly or mdirectlv emploved bv anv of them, or by anvone tor v\hose acts anv of them may be liable and for
which the Contractor is responsible under Clauses 10 2 1 2
and 1 0 2 1 3 except damage or loss attributable to the
acts or omissions of the Owner or Architect or anyone
directly or mdirectlv emploved bv either of them or bv
anvone for who<e acts either or them mav be liable and
not attributable to the fault or negligence of the Contractor The foregoing obligations of the Contractor are in
addition to his obligations under Paragraph 4 18

\2h The Contractor shall designate a responsible m e m v of his organization at the site whose duty shall be the
evention of accidents This person shall be the Contracr s superintendent unless otherwise designated by the
o n t r a d o r in w r i t i n g to the O w n e r and the Architect
3.2.7 The Contractor shall not load or p e r m i t any part
f the Work to be loaded so as to endanger its safety
3.3

EMERGENCIES

).3.1 In any emergency affecting the safety of persons
r property the Contractor shall act, at his discretion, to
revent threatened damage injury or loss Any additional
j m p e n s a t i o n or extension of time claimed by the C o n actor on account ot emergency work shall be determined as provided in Article 12 for Changes in the W o r k

ARTICLE 11
INSURANCE
1.1

CONTRACTOR'S LIABILITY INSURANCE

1.1,1 The Contractor shall purchase and maintain such
isurance as w i l l protect him f r o m claims set f o r t h below
/hich m a / arise out ot or result from the Contractor's
derations under the Contract, whether such operations
>e by himself or bv any Subcontractor or by anyone d i ectly or indirectly emploved by any of them or by any>ne for whose acts any of them may be liable
.1 claims under workers or w o r k m e n s compensation,
disability benefit and other similar emplovee benetit acts,
.2 claims for damages because ot bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease or death ot his
employees
.3 claims for damages because of bodilv injury sickness or disease or death ot an\ person other than
his employees
.4 claims for damage^ insured bv usual personal i n jury habilit\ co\erage which are sustained (1) b\
an\ person a^ a result ot an orrense directly or indirectly related to 'he employment ot such person
by the Contractor or 2) by anv other person
.5 claims for damage^ other than to the W o r k itself
because ot mjurv to or destruction or tangible
property including loss ot use resulting theretrom
and
6 claims
death
out of
motor

for darTo^e- because of bodiK injury or
of anv per>on or property damage arising
the ownership maintenance or use ot any
vehicle

11.1.2 The insurance required bv Subparagraph 1 1 1 1 shall
be written for not less than any limits of liability specified
in the Contract Documents or reauired by law w h i c h ever is greater
11.1.3 The insurance r equired bv Subparagraph 1 1 1 1
shall include contractual 'iabilitv insurance applicable to
the Contractors obligations under Paragraph 4 18
11.1.4 Certihcates of Insurance acceptable to the O w n e r
shall be tiled w i t h the Owner prior to commencement ot
the Work These Certificates shall contain a provision that
~~^

nrnr
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coverages j t t o r d c d unaer the policies w i l l not be cancelled until at least thirty days prior w n t t e n notice has
been fciven to the Owner
11.2

OWNER S LIABILITY INSURANCE

11.2.1 The Owner shall be responsible for purchasing
and maintaining his o w n liability insurance and, at his
o p t i o n , may purchase and maintain such insurance as
w i l l protect him against claims w h i c h may arise from
operations under the Contract
11.3

PROPERTY INSURANCE

11.3.1 Unless otherwise p r o v i d e d , the O w n e r shall purchase and maintain property insurance upon the entire
Work at the site to the full insurable value thereof This
insurance shall include the interests ot the O w n e r , the
Contractor, Subcontractors and Sub-subcontractors in the
W o r k and shall insure against the penU of fire and extended coverage and shall include "all risk" insurance for
physical loss or damage including, w i t h o u t duplication of
coverage, theft, vandalism and malicious mischief If the
Owner does not intend to purchase such insurance for
the full insurable value of the entire W o r k , he shall i n form the Contractor in w r i t i n g prior to commencement
of the W o r k The Contractor may then effect insurance
which w i l l protect the interests of himself his Subcontractors and the Sub-subcontractors in the W o r k and by appropriate Change Order the cost thereof shall be charged
to the Owner If the Contractor is damaged by failure of
the O w n e r to purchase or maintain such insurance and to
so notify the Contractor then the O w n e r shall bear all
reasonable costs properly attributable thereto If not cox
ered under the all risk insurance or otherwise provided
in the Contract Documents the Contractor shall effect
and maintain similar property insurance on portions or
the W o r k stored on the site or in transit w h e n such portions of the Work are to be included in an A p p l i c a t i o n
tor Payment unaer Subparagraph 9 3 2
11.3.2 The Owner shall purchase ana maintain such boiler
and machinerv insurance as mav be required by the Con
tract Documents or bv law This injure nee ^hall include
f
he interests or the Owner the Contractor Subcontractors and Sub subcontractors in the \ \ o r \
11.3.3 Anv loss insured under Subparagraph 1 1 3 1 is to
be adjusted with the O w n e r and made pavable to the
O w n e r as trustee tor the insureds as their interests mav
appear subject to the requirements DT any applicable
mortgagee clause and or Subparagraph 1 1 3 8 Tne Con
tractor shall pav each Subcontractor a iust sha r e ot anv
insurance moneys received by the Contractor and by ap
propnate agreement written where legall\ required tor
\aliditv shall require each Subcontractor to make payments to his Sub subcontractors in similar manner
11.3 4 The Owner shall file a copy of all policies w i t h the
Contractor before an exposure to loss mav occur
11 3 5 It the C o n t n c t o r requests in writing that insurance
for risks other than those described in S u b p a r a g r a p h
11 3 1 and 11 3 2 or other special hazards be included in
the propertv insurance policv the Owner shall if pos
sible include such insurance and the cost thereof shall
be charged to the Contractor bv appropriate Change
Order
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11.3.6 The Owner and Contractor waive all rights against
(1) each other and the Subcontractors, Sub-subcontractors,
agents and employees each of the other, and (2) the
Architect and separate contractors, if any, and their subcontractors, sub-subcontractors, agents and employees,
for damages caused by fire or other perils to the extent
covered by insurance obtained pursuant to this Paragraph
11.3 or any other property insurance applicable to the
Work, except such rights as they may have to the proceeds of such insurance held by the Owner as trustee.
The foregoing waiver afforded the Architect, his agents
and employees shall not extend to the liability imposed
by Subparagraph 4 18.3. The Owner or the Contractor, as
appropriate, shall require of the Architect, separate contractors, Subcontractors and Sub-subcontractors by appropriate agreements, written where legally required for
validity, similar waivers each in favor of all other parties
enumerated in this Subparagraph 11.3.6.
11.3.7 If required in writing by any party in interest, the
Owner as trustee shall, upon the occurrence of an insured
loss, give bond for the proper performance of his duties.
He shall deposit in a separate account any money so received, and he shall distribute it in accordance with such
agreement as the parties in interest may reach, or in accordance with an award by arbitration in which case the
procedure shall be as provided in Paragraph 7 9. If after
such loss no other special agreement is made, replacement of damaged work shall be covered by an appropriate Change Order
11.3.8 The Owner as trustee shall have power to adjust
and settle any loss with the insurers unless one of the
parties in interest shall object in writing within five days
after the occurrence of loss to the Owner's exercise of this
power, and if such objection be made, arbitrators shall be
chosen as provided in Paragraph 7 9 The Owner as trustee
shall, in that case, make settlement with the insurers in
accordance with the directions of such arbitrators. If distribution of the insurance proceeds by arbitration is required, the arbitrators will direct such distribution
11.3.9 If the Owner finds it necessary to occupy or use a
portion or portions of the Work prior to Substantial Completion thereof, such occupancy shall not commence prior
to a time mutually agreed to by the Owner and Contractor and to which the insurance company or companies
providing the property insurance have consented by endorsement to the policy or policies This insurance shall
not be cancelled or lapsed on account of such partial
occupancy Consent of the Contractor and of the insurance company or companies to such occupancy or use
shall not be unreasonably withheld.
11.4

LOSS OF USE INSURANCE

11.4.1 The Owner, at his option, may purchase and maintain such insurance as will insure him against loss of use
of his property due to fire or other hazards, however
caused The Owner waives all rights of action against the
Contractor for loss of use of his property, including consequential losses due to fire or other hazards however
caused to the extent covered by insurance under this
Paragraph 11 4

ARTICLE 12
CHANGES IN THE WORK
12.1

CHANCE ORDERS

12.1.1 A Change Order is a written order to the Contractor signed by the Owner and the Architect, issued after
execution of the Contract, authorizing a change in the
Work or an adjustment in the Contract Sum or the Contract Time. The Contract Sum and the Contract Time may
be changed only by Change Order. A Change Order
signed by the Contractor indicates his agreement therewith, including the adjustment in the Contract Sum or
the Contract Time.
12.1.2 The Owner, without invalidating the Contract, may
order changes in the Work within the general scope of
the Contract consisting of additions, deletions or other
revisions, the Contract Sum and the Contract Time being
adjusted accordingly. All such changes in the Work shall
be authorized by Change Order, and shall be performed
under the applicable conditions of the Contract Documents.
12.1.3 The cost or credit to the Owner resulting from a
change in the Work shall be determined in one or more
of the following ways
.1 by mutual acceptance of a lump sum properly
itemized and supported by sufficient substantiating
data to permit evaluation,
.2 by unit prices stated in the Contract Documents or
subsequently agreed upon,
.3 by cost to be determined in a manner agreed upon
by the parties and a mutually acceptable fixed or
percentage fee, or
.4 by the method provided in Subparagraph 12.1.4
12.1.4 If none of the methods set forth in Clauses
12 1 3 1, 12 1 3 2 or 12.1 3 3 is agreed upon, the Contractor, provided he receives a written order signed by the
Owner, shall promptly proceed with the Work involved
The cost of such Work shall then be determined by the
Architect on the basis of the reasonable expenditures and
savings of those performing the Work attributable to the
change, including, in the case of an increase in the Contract Sum, a reasonable allowance for overhead and profit
In such case and also under Clauses 12 13 3 and 12 13 4
above the Contractor shall keep and present, in such
form as the Architect may prescribe an itemized accounting together with appropriate supporting data for inclusion in a Change Order Unless otherwise provided in
the Contract Documents, cost shall be limited to the following cost of materials, including sales tax and cost of
delivery, cost of labor, including social security, old age
and unemployment insurance, and fringe benefits required by agreement or custom, workers' or workmen's
compensation insurance, bond premiums, rental value of
equipment and machinery, and the additional costs of
supervision and field office personnel directly attributable
to the change Pending final determination of cost to the
Owner payments on account shall be made on the Architect's Certificate for Payment The amount of credit to be
allowed by the Contractor to the Owner for any deletion

change w h i c h results in a net decrease in the Contract
im w i l l be the amount of the actual net cost as conm e d by the Architect. W h e n both additions and credits
>vering related W o r k or substitutions are involved in
ly one change, the allowance for overhead and profit
lall be figured on the basis of the net increase, if any,
ith respect to that change.

The Contractor
promptly.

13,1

such

written

orders

UNCOVERING OF WORK

13.1.1 If any portion oi the W o r k should be covered c o n trary to the request oi the Architect or to requirements
specifically expressed in the Contract Documents, it must,
if required in writing by the Architect, be uncovered ior
his observation and shall be replaced at the Contractor's
expense.
13.1.2 If any other portion of the W o r k has been covered
w h i c h the Architect has not specifically requested to o b serve prior to being covered, the Architect may request
to see such W o r k and it shall be uncovered by the C o n tractor. If such Work be found in accordance w i t h the
Contract Documents, the cost of uncovering and replacement shall, by appropriate Change Order, be charged to
the Owner. If such W o r k be f o u n d not in accordance w i t h
the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall pay such
costs unless it be found that this condition was caused
by the Owner or a separate contractor as provided in
Article 6, in w h i c h event the O w n e r shall be responsible
for the payment of such costs.

CONCEALED CONDITIONS

13.2

CORRECTION OF WORK

13.2.1 The Contractor shall p r o m p t l y correct ail W o r k
rejected by the Architect as defective or as failing to c o n form to the Contract Documents whether observed before or after Substantial Completion and whether or not
fabricated, installed or completed. The Contractor shall
bear all costs of correcting such rejected W o r k , including
compensation for the Architect's additional services made
necessary thereby.

CLAIMS FOR ADDITIONAL COST

2.3.1 If the Contractor wishes to make a claim for an
ncrease in the Contract Sum, he shall give the Architect
vritten notice thereof w i t h i n twenty days after the occurence oi the event giving rise to such claim. This notice
ihail be given by the Contractor before proceeding to
execute the W o r k , except in an emergency endangering
ife or propertv in w h i c h case the Contractor shall pro:eed in accordance w i t h Paragraph 10.3. No such claim
shall be valid unless so made. If the O w n e r and the Contractor cannot agree on the amount of the adjustment in
the Contract Sum, it shall be determined by the Architect.
Anv change in the Contract Sum resulting from such
claim shall be authorized by Change Order.

13.2.2 If, within one year after the Date of Substantial
Completion of the Work c designated portion thereof or
within one vear after acceotance by the O w n e r oi designated equipment or within such longer period oi time as
may be prescribed by lav\ or by the terms oi any a p p l i cable special warranty required by the Contract D o c u ments, any oi the Work is round to be defective or not in
accordance w i t h the Contract Documents, the Contractor
shall correct it promptly ar'ter receipt oi a written notice
from the Owner to do so unless the O w n e r has previously
given the Contractor a w r r t e n acceptance oi such c o n d i tion. This obligation sha: ! survive termination oi the
Contract. The O w n e r shall give such notice p r o m p t l y
after discovery of the condition.

12.3.2 If the Contractor claims that additional cost is inv o k e d because of. but not limited to, (1) any written
interpretation pursuant to Subparagraph 2.2.8. (2) any
order by the O w n e r to stop the Work pursuant to Paragraph 3.3 where the Contractor was not at fault, (3) any
w r i t t e n order for a minor change in the W o r k issued pursuant to Paragraph 12.4, or (4) failure of payment by the
O w n e r pursuant to Paragraph 9.7, the Contractor shall
make such claim as provided in Subparagraph 12.3.1.

13.2.3 The Contractor shall remove from the site all portions oi the W o r k which a-e defective or n o n - c o n f o r m i n g
and which have not been corrected under Subparagraphs
4.5.1. 13.2.1 and 13.2.2. unless removal is waived by the
Owner.

12.4
MINOR CHANGES IN THE WORK
12.4.1 The Architect w i l l have authority to order minor
changes in the W o r k not involving an adjustment in the
Contract Sum or an extension of the Contract Time and
not inconsistent w i t h the intent of the Contract Documents. Such changes shall be effected by written order,
and shall be binding on the Owner and the Contractor.
i a n n i T i n v s ru

out

UNCOVERING AND CORRECTION OF WORK

2.2,1 Should concealed conditions encountered in the
erformance of the W o r k b e l o w the surface of the ground
r should concealed or u n k n o w n conditions in an existing
ructure be at variance w i t h the conditions indicated by
le Contract Documents, or should u n k n o w n physical
onditions below the surface of the ground or should
oncealed or u n k n o w n conditions in an existing structure
f an unusual nature, differing materially from those o r d i arily encountered and generally recognized as inherent
i w o r k of the character provided for in this Contract, be
ncountered, the Contract Sum shall be equitably adusted by Change Order upon claim by either party made
within twenty days after the first observance of the
onditions.
2.3

carry

ARTICLE 13

M . 5 If unit prices are stated in the Contract Documents
' subsequently agreed u p o n , and if the quantities origally contemplated are so changed in a proposed Change
rder that application of the agreed unit prices to the
jantities of W o r k proposed w i l l cause substantial inquity to the O w n e r or the Contractor, the applicable
nit prices shall be equitably adjusted.
2.2

shall

13.2.4 If the Contractor ial> to correct defective or n o n conforming W o r k as provided in Subparagraphs 4.5.1,
13.2.1 and 13.2.2, the Owner may correct it in accordance
with Paragraph 3.4.
T
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13.2.5 If the Contractor does not proceed with the correction of such defective or non-conforming Work within
a reasonable time fixed by written notice from the Architect, the Owner may remove it and may store the materials or equipment at the expense of the Contractor. If
the Contractor does not pay the cost of such removal
and storage within ten days thereafter, the Owner may
upon ten additional days' written notice sell such Work
at auction or at private sale and shall account for the net
proceeds thereof, after deducting all the costs that should
have been borne by the Contractor, including compensation for the Architect's additional services made necessary
thereby. If such proceeds of sale do not cover all costs
which the Contractor should have borne, the difference
shall be charged to the Contractor and an appropriate
Change Order shall be issued. If the payments then or
thereafter due the Contractor are not sufficient to cover
such amount, the Contractor shall pay the difference to
the Owner.
13.2.6 The Contractor shall bear the cost of making good
all work of the Owner or separate contractors destroyed
or damaged by such correction or removal.
13.2.7 Nothing contained in this Paragraph 13 2 shall be
construed to establish a period of limitation with respect
to any other obligation which the Contractor might have
under the Contract Documents including Paragraph 4.5
hereof The establishment of the time period of one year
after the Date of Substantial Completion or such longer
period of time as may be prescribed by law or by the
terms of any warranty required by the Contract Documents relates only to the specific obligation of the Contractor to correct the Work, and has no relationship to
the time within which his obligation to comply with the
Contract Documents may be sought to be enforced, nor
to the time within which proceedings may be commenced to establish the Contractor's liability with respect
to his obligations other than specifically to correct the
Work
13.3 ACCEPTANCE OF DEFECTIVE OR NON-CONFORMING
WORK
13.3.1 If the Owner prefers to accept defective or nonconforming Work, he may do so instead of requiring its
removal and correction in which case a Change Order
will be issued to reflect a reduction in the Contract Sum
where appropriate and equitable Such adjustment shall
be effected whether or not tmal pavment has been made
ARTICLE 14
14.1

TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT
TERMINATION BY THE CONTRACTOR

14.1.1 If the Work is stopped for a period of thirty days
under an order of any court or other public authority
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having jurisdiction, or as a result of an act of government,
such as a declaration of a national emergency making
materials unavailable, through no act or fault of the
Contractor or a Subcontractor or their agents or employees or any other persons performing any of the Work
under a contract with the Contractor, or if the Work
should be stopped for a period of thirty days by the
Contractor because the Architect has not issued a Certificate for Payment as provided in Paragraph 9.7 or because
the Owner has not made payment thereon as provided in
Paragraph 9 7, then the Contractor may, upon seven additional days' written notice to the Owner and the Architect, terminate the Contract and recover from the Owner
payment for all Work executed and for any proven loss
sustained upon any materials, equipment, tools, construction equipment and machinery, including reasonable
profit and damages.
14.2

TERMINATION BY THE OWNER

14.2.1 If the Contractor is adjudged a bankrupt, or if he
makes a general assignment for the benefit of his creditors, or if a receiver is appointed on account of his insolvency, or if he persistently or repeatedly refuses or
fails, except in cases for which extension of time is provided, to supply enough properly skilled workmen or
proper materials, or if he fails to make prompt payment
to Subcontractors or for materials or labor, or persistently
disregards laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders
of any public authority having jurisdiction, or otherwise
is guilty of a substantial violation of a provision of the
Contract Documents, then the Owner, upon certification
by the Architect that sufficient cause exists to justify such
action, may, without prejudice to any right or remedy and
after giving the Contractor and his surety, if any, seven
days' written notice, terminate the employment of the
Contractor and take possession of the site and of all materials, equipment, tools, construction equipment and
machinery thereon owned by the Contractor and may
finish the Work by whatever method he may deem
expedient In such case the Contractor shall not be entitled to receive any further payment until the Work is
finished
14.2.2 If the unpaid balance of the Contract Sum exceeds
the costs of finishing the Work, including compensation
for the Architect's additional services made necessary
thereby, such excess shall be paid to the Contractor If
such costs exceed the unpaid balance, the Contractor
shall pay the difference to the Owner The amount to be
paid to the Contractor or to the Owner, as the case may
be, shall be certified by the Architect, upon application,
in the manner provided in Paragraph 9 4 and this obligation for payment shall survue the termination of the
Contract

APPENDIX E

Edward J. McDonough (USB #2177)
Attorney for Defendant
1500 First Interstate Plaza
170 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 521-3200
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

JACOBSEN, MORRIN & ROBBINS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM

Plaintiff,
vs.
SAINT JOSEPH HIGH SCHOOL
BOARD OF FINANCIAL TRUSTEES,

Civil No. 94630

Defendant.

The defendant answers the Complaint of the plaintiff
herein as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE
The Complaint of the plaintiff fails to state a claim
against the defendant upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
The defendant has paid to the plaintiff all sums
presently due under the contract which is the subject of the
plaintiff's Complaint.

THIRD DEFENSE
The defendant answers the allegations of the numbered
paragraphs of the plaintiffs Complaint as follows:
1.

The defendant admits the allegations of paragraph

1 of the plaintiffs Complaint.
2.

The defendant denies the allegations of paragraph

2 of the plaintiffs Complaint and by way of further answer
thereto alleges that the defendant is a Utah non-profit
corporation incorporated under the Utah Non-Profit Corporation
and Cooperative Association Act, and maintains its only offices
in Weber County, Utah,
3.

The defendant denies the allegations of paragraph

3 and by way of further answer thereto alleges that all of the
negotiations for the contract were held in Weber County, Utah
and that Weber County should be properly designated as the
county in which the contract was entered into.
4.

The defendant admits that a construction contract

was entered into between the plaintiff and the defendant, and
alleges that the contract speaks for itself as to its terms.
5.

The defendant denies the allegations of paragraph

5 of the plaintiffs Complaint, and by way of further answer
thereto alleges that the plaintiff presented to the defendant
on May 13, 1985, their "Application for Final Payment" for the
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total amount of $414,218,00, all of which has been paid, with
the exception of approximately $8,000.00 withheld pending the
furnishing by the plaintiff of the appropriate lien release
from the appropriate subcontractor and supplier.

A copy of the

plaintiffs "Application for Final Payment" is attached to this
answer as Exhibit H A W .
6.

The defendant denies the allegations of paragraph

6 of the plaintiffs Complaint.
7.

The defendant answers the allegations of

paragraph 7 of the plaintiffs Complaint in the same way that
those allegations were answered in paragraphs 1 through 6 of
this answer.
8.

The defendant denies the allegations of paragraph

8 of the plaintiffs Complaint.
9.

The defendant denies the allegations of paragraph

9 of the plaintiffs complaint.
COUNTERCLAIM
The defendant, for cause of action against the
plaintiff, alleges as follows:
1.

The defendant is a corporation incorporated

pursuant to the provisions of the Utah Non-Profit Corporation
and Cooperative Association Act, and has its principal office
at 800 First Security Bank Building, Ogden, Utah.
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2.

The plaintiff is a Utah corporation with offices

in Salt Lake County and in Weber County, Utah.

On July 16,

1984, the defendant entered into a contract wit the plaintiff
for construction of additions to the Saint Joseph High School
in Ogden, Utah,
3.

The contract provided for completion dates of

September 21, 1984 for the gymnasium work and November 30, 1984
for the classroom work.

These deadlines were not met, causing

damages to the defendant including but not limited to loss of
the use of the improvements for most of a school year, in an
amount estimated to be $50,000.00.
4.

The plaintiff, in violation of its duty under

Article 10 of the Contract and in breach thereof, failed to pay
subcontractors for many months after receiving payment from the
defendant for particular subcontracted work, thereby
jeopardizing the defendant's reputation in the community for
paying its obligations in a timely manner, to the defendant's
damage in an amount to be determined.
5.

The plaintiff in failure of its obligations under

paragraph twelve of the Contract and in breach thereof failed
to provide timely and sufficient accounting data to enable the
defendant to monitor the financial management of the Contract.
As a direct result of the plaintiff's breach of paragraph 12 of
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the Contract, the defendant was prevented from taking steps to
ameliorate the plaintiffs cost over-runs in the project, to
the defendant's direct damage in the sum of approximately
$85,000.00 for cost over-runs that would otherwise have been
avoidable and approximately $3,000.00 for additional accounting
services required by the defendant.
WHEREFORE, the defendant prays for relief from this
court as follows:
a.

That the plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed and

that the plaintiff take nothing thereby;
b.

That the defendant be awarded costs of this

action, including a reasonable attorney's fee.
c.

That the court enter judgment in favor of the

defendant on the defendant's Counterclaim for the full amount
of the defendant's damages for the plaintiff's breach of its
obligations under its contract, as set forth in the defendant's
Counterclaim;
d.

For such other and further relief as may be just.

DATED this

^

day of February, 1986.

By
ucrh r
Edward J,/Mcl5onough
A t t o r n e y for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage
prepaid, this

4

\

day of February, 1986, a true and correct

copy of the above and foregoing Answer and Counterclaim to:
George A. Hunt
Snow, Christensen & Martineau
Attorneys for Plaintiff
P.O. Box 3000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

^
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May 12, 1935

Mathewson & Sanders Architects
2656 Grant Ave.
Ogden, Utah 84401
Atten: Mike Sanders
RE: Request for Final Payment
St. Josephs High School
Gentlemen:
Attached herewith is our application for final payment.

J M R Construction Co.

E. M. Whit-eyer
Project Manager
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APPENDIX F

GEORGE A. HUNT
R. SCOTT HOWELL
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU
Attorneys for Plaintiff
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor
Post Office Box 3000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 521-9000

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
JACOBSEN, MORRIN & ROBBINS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM

vs .
SAINT JOSEPH HIGH SCHOOL
BOARD OF FINANCIAL TRUSTEES,

Civil No. 94630

Defendant.

Plaintiff answers defendant's Counterclaim as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE
The Counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief
can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
Plaintiff answers the specific numbered allegations of the
Counterclaim as follows:

1.

The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 and 2 are

admitted.
2.

Answering paragraph 3, the contract speaks for itself

with respect to the completion dates designated therein.
Plaintiff affirmatively asserts, however, that the designated
completion dates were subsequently modified by agreement of the
parties to said contract.

Plaintiff further denies that defen-

dant was damaged by said delays.

Alternatively, if defendant

was damaged it was damaged by its own acts.
3.

Plaintiff denies the allegations contained m para-

graphs 4 and 5.
Plaintiff denies each and every allegation in the Counterclaim not specifically admitted herein.
THIRD DEFENSE
(Affirmative Defenses)
Defendant is barred from recovering from plaintiff for
failing to complete the project within the time periods specified in the contract by doctrines of estoppel and waiver
because defendant instructed plaintiff to cease construction on
the subject site during a period of time when cost projections
were being reviewed and because defendant failed to provide
sufficient plans and specifications to plaintiff to enable
plaintiff to complete the project within the designated time

constraints.

Defendant has further waived the right to require

timely completion by requiring numerous changes to be made at
various stages of the project.

Defendant is further estopped

from receiving damages for any delays in completing the project
because defendant requested that plaintiff subcontract the
masonry portion of the project to an entity that did not timely
complete the masonry work, thus delaying completion of the
entire project.
Defendant has waived the right to require that plaintiff
timely satisfy the claims of subcontractors because defendant
failed to pay plaintiff amounts owing under the construction
contract when due.
Any delay in completing the project was caused by acts of
defendant and not by acts of plaintiff.
The written contract has subsequently been modified by
agreement or acts of the parties thereby rendering the completion date stated therein unenforceable as a material term of
said contract.
FOURTH DEFENSE
Addressing defendant's contention that plaintiff submitted
an Application for Final Payment in the amount of $414,218,
plaintiff alleges that on or about May 13, 1985, two Applications for Final Payment were submitted, the first by E. W.
Whitmeyer in the above amount, and the second by Richard
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Lambert in the amount of $437,256.18. At the time the invoices
were submitted, defendant was informed by Mr. Lambert that
Mr. Whitmeyer did not have authority to waive the additional
costs that were included in the applications submitted by
Mr. Lambert.

Mr. Whitmeyer's billing is thus not binding upon

plaintiff, nor can defendant claim reasonable reliance upon the
same having been informed at the time said Application for
Final Payment was submitted that Mr. Whitmeyer did not have
authority to waive certain of the costs that had been deleted
therefrom.
WHEREFORE, the plaintiff having fully answered the Counterclaim of defendant demands that the same be dismissed with
prejudice, that defendant take nothing thereby, and that plaintiff be awarded its costs incurred in defending against the
same.
DATED this /Q

day of /jJ

, 1986.

SNOW, CHRISTENSEN ST MARTINEAU

&iJ^AA

By

Georg€ A. Hunt
R. Scott Howell
Attorneys for Plaintiff

SCM1149J
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:ERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

On this

day of September, 1989, I hereby certify

that I caused to be mailed, postage prepaid,^a true and correct
copj^of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLANT to the following:
Michael J. Wilkins
TIBBELLS, HOWELL, MOXLEY & WILKINS
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Respondent
257 East 200 South, #850
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2048
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